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Abstract
Imagery collected from airborne platforms and satellites provide an important medium
for remotely analyzing the content in a scene. In particular, the ability to detect a specific
material within a scene is of high importance to both civilian and defense applications.
This may include identifying “targets” such as vehicles, buildings, or boats. Sensors
that process hyperspectral images provide the high-dimensional spectral information
necessary to perform such analyses. However, for a d-dimensional hyperspectral image,
it is typical for the data to inherently occupy an m-dimensional space, with m << d.
In the remote sensing community, this has led to a recent increase in the use of manifold learning, which aims to characterize the embedded lower-dimensional, non-linear
manifold upon which the hyperspectral data inherently lie. Classic hyperspectral data
models include statistical, linear subspace, and linear mixture models, but these can place
restrictive assumptions on the distribution of the data; this is particularly true when implementing traditional target detection approaches, and the limitations of these models
are well-documented. With manifold learning based approaches, the only assumption
is that the data reside on an underlying manifold that can be discretely modeled by a
1
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graph. The research presented here focuses on the use of graph theory and manifold
learning in hyperspectral imagery. Early work explored various graph-building techniques with application to the background model of the Topological Anomaly Detection
(TAD) algorithm, which is a graph theory based approach to anomaly detection. This led
towards a focus on target detection, and in the development of a specific graph-based
model of the data and subsequent dimensionality reduction using manifold learning. An
adaptive graph is built on the data, and then used to implement an adaptive version of
locally linear embedding (LLE). We artificially induce a target manifold and incorporate
it into the adaptive LLE transformation; the artificial target manifold helps to guide the
separation of the target data from the background data in the new, lower-dimensional
manifold coordinates. Then, target detection is performed in the manifold space.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Target detection refers to the detection of specific materials of interest within a hyperspectral scene. It is one of the more difficult types of spectral image analysis because the
problem inherently has very little input information and there exists a variety of factors
that can dramatically skew the detection results. The only input information is the target
spectrum, which could be measured in a lab, taken from the image, or recovered from
the radiance data via a technique such as the empirical line method. Target detection
can be performed either in reflectance space (using atmospherically compensated image
data) or in the radiance domain (after propagating the target spectrum through the atmosphere). Factors that can cause the single input spectrum to differ from the targets
present in the image include illumination conditions (shadows, brightness), adjacency
effects with radiance (radiance reflecting off of adjacent materials such as a tree line),
within-material variations, atmospheric conditions, the size of the target in relation to the
ground sample distance (GSD) of the pixels (mixed pixels, sub-pixel targets, etc.), and
the opacity of the target (the underlying material may contribute to the pixel’s spectrum),
among others. Sensor noise is also a factor but we typically assume that it is either in-
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significant or that it can be accounted for using the distributions of the target and the
background. Statistical methods have historically been used in target detection, but high
spatial resolution hyperspectral data are typically too cluttered to be well-described by
existing statistical models, and these models have difficulty overcoming the aforementioned challenges. This thesis examines an adaptive graph theory model and manifold
learning based approach to target detection that does not impose these same restrictions
on the distribution of the data, and this research serves as a proof of concept for using
this type of approach for target detection in HSI. The results presented here support that
a graph theory and manifold learning based approach to target detection in HSI is viable,
and merits continued research.

1.1

Thesis Layout

This thesis contains eight chapters and two appendices. This Introduction chapter is the
first chapter. The second chapter introduces remote sensing and hyperspectral imaging,
as well as traditional approaches to analyzing hyperspectral data. The third chapter
presents basic graph theory definitions and graph-building techniques, and discusses
their current applications to hyperspectral data. The fourth chapter describes nonlinear
manifold learning, which uses an initial graph structure, and presents current applications
of manifold learning to spectral image analysis. The fifth chapter details the development
of a manifold learning based approach to target detection in spectral imagery. The sixth
chapter presents the datasets analyzed in this study, and the seventh chapter shows the
corresponding results and analyses. The final chapter presents conclusions and future
work. This section provides summary descriptions of each chapter.
Chapter 2 Remote sensing is the field of research in which information about an object or
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scene is acquired and analyzed through the use of aerial sensors. Active remote
sensing refers to sensors that first emit a signal and then measure the response,
such as RADAR and LiDAR, while passive remote sensing refers to sensors
that just record information, such as multi and hyperspectral sensors. The
research presented here focuses on hyperspectral imaging, and in particular
on developing a graph theory and manifold learning based approach to target
detection in hyperspectral imagery. This chapter will describe hyperspectral
imaging and its applications, as well as traditional data models and data
transformations that are applied to hyperspectral imagery. Then common
target detection algorithms in hyperspectral imaging will be discussed, as
well as their current challenges and the subsequent need for new detection
approaches.
Chapter 3 The traditional linear and statistical data models for hyperspectral imagery,
as presented in Chapter 2, impose assumptions on hyperspectral data that are
not always well-met due to the increasing spatial and spectral resolutions of
HSI. The challenges and shortcomings of these models are well-documented,
and have resulted in a recent increase in the use of graph theory based approaches to hyperspectral image analysis. This chapter presents basic graph
theory definitions, as well as common graph-building techniques. These common techniques, however, do not always capture the intricacies of hyperspectral data; one of the novel contributions of this research is Adaptive Nearest
Neighbors, an adaptive and data-driven approach to building graphs that is
appropriate for hyperspectral data. Adaptive Nearest Neighbors is presented
in Section 3.3. There are several more recent graph theory based approaches
to HSI analysis in the literature that are discussed here with applications to
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anomaly detection and image segmentation. Another novel contribution presented in this section is a study of the Topological Anomaly Detector (TAD)
background model, and is presented in Section 3.5. This study demonstrates
the robustness of the TAD algorithm with respect to its background graph
structure. While this chapter focuses specifically on graph theory modeling
techniques and graph based algorithms and analyses, it is important to note
that graph theory models also serve as a foundation for non-linear manifold
learning, which is discussed in detail in the following chapter.
Chapter 4 Manifold learning is based on the idea that the data are embedded into an
artificially high number of dimensions, and the algorithms that seek to recover these data in their inherent, lower dimension are known as manifold
learning algorithms. These algorithms can either be linear or nonlinear, and
their choice of use depends on the structure of the data. PCA, as described in
Section 2.3.1, is a form of linear manifold learning, and effectively rotates the
data so that variance is maximized in each dimension. Nonlinear manifold
learning, however, requires an initial graph model, as presented in Chapter 3.
These graph theory models provide a foundation for nonlinear manifold learning, and the choice of graph structure varies depending on the application.
This chapter presents manifold learning and its associated definitions, as well
as more common spectral embedding methods. It should be noted that in this
case, spectral refers to the use of eigendecompositions, and not spectroscopy.
Current applications in the literature of manifold learning to HSI are also presented, and these uses provided the motivation for many parts of the research
in this thesis.
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Chapter 5 The main contribution of this thesis is developing a manifold learning based
methodology for target detection in hyperspectral imagery, which provides a
completely novel approach in contrast to traditional HSI detection algorithms.
This involved several iterations of the methodology, ultimately resulting in the
development and integration of Adaptive Nearest Neighbors (Section 3.3) into
the well-known Locally Linear Embedding (Section 4.1.2) to form an adaptive
implementation of LLE, which we then biased specifically for target detection
in HSI. In this chapter, the traditional implementation is contrasted with the
adaptive implementation, and then we present the specific steps taken to
tune the transformation to separate out target materials of interest in the
lower-dimensional space. This involved a cluster analysis study of adaptive
LLE, as well as the incorporation of a “target cloud.” Then, the end-to-end
methodology is presented in full in Section 5.4.
Chapter 6 This chapter details the two ground-truthed target detection hyperspectral
image sets that are analyzed here, along with the associated target materials
and spectra. These datasets will be used to analyze the performance of the
adaptive LLE based target detection methodology presented in Chapter 5. The
sensor parameters associated with each dataset are also presented.
Chapter 7 This chapter presents the results of the adaptive LLE based target detection
methodology presented in Chapter 5, when applied to the datasets in Chapter 6. There are two distinct hyperspectral images, three target materials
between the two images, and a total of eight distinct target spectra. Each
image and target spectrum pair is analyzed with the following detectors:
ACE applied in the spectral space, SAM applied in the manifold space, ACE
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applied in the manifold space, and MF applied in the manifold space. We
compare against ACE in the spectral domain because it is currently the most
widely-used and best-performing spectral detection approach. Although our
methodology details the specific use of SAM in the transformed coordinates,
we also compare it against both ACE and MF in the manifold coordinates
as well, to demonstrate that SAM is the most appropriate detector after performing this dimensionality reduction. These results will show that there are
situations in which SAM in the transformed coordinates performs best, while
sometimes ACE in the spectral domain performs best. SAM in the transformed coordinates, however, outperforms ACE in the spectral space at low
false alarm rates for both lab and field-measured target spectra, which are the
most common sources for target spectra in practical applications.
Chapter 8 This chapter details the conclusions from the work presented here, and proposes suggestions for future investigations.

1.2

Novel Contributions

This thesis presents several novel contributions in two of the main chapters, as well as in
one of the appendices. These contributions are summarized below, according to chapter.

Chapter 3: Graph Theory Models and Algorithms
• The development of Adaptive Nearest Neighbors, a data-driven approach to building a graph structure that does not require any user-defined parameters, and also
appropriately handles isolated vertices.
• Study of the Topological Anomaly Detection (TAD) algorithm and the sensitivity of
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its performance with respect to the choice of background graph structure (i.e., kNN,
mutual kNN, and sigma-local graphs), as well as the background sample size.
Chapter 5: Locally Linear Embedding for Target Detection
• Integration of the adaptive graph structure ANN with Locally Linear Embedding
to form adaptive LLE, so this manifold learning approach is better suited for hyperspectral imagery.
• Cluster analysis study of adaptive LLE when applied to spectral imagery, highlighting nuances of the transformation when applied to spectral data that must be
considered for any HSI analysis applications.
• The development and analysis of a target cloud structure to aid in biasing the
adaptive LLE transformation to separate out a target material of interest.
• Improvement of the graph structure applied to the image + target + target cloud
by enforcing specific target-related connectivity in addition to ANN, which aids in
biasing the adaptive LLE transformation to separate out a target material of interest.
• Development of an end-to-end methodology for applying this adaptive LLE-based
target detection approach to an entire hyperspectral image.
Appendix A: SHARE 2012 experiment
• Participated in the design and executation of a ground-truthed target detection
experiment as part of the SHARE 2012 multimodal imaging campaign.
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6. Ziemann, A. K. and Messinger, D. W., “Manifold representations of single and
multiple material classes in high resolution HSI,” in [Proceedings of the 2014 IEEE
WHISPERS workshop], IEEE (June 2014)
7. Ziemann, A. K., Messinger, D. W., and Wenger, P. S., “An adaptive k-nearest neighbor
graph building technique with applications to hyperspectral imagery,” in [Proceedings of the 2014 IEEE WNY Image Processing Workshop], IEEE (November 2014)
8. Ziemann, A. K. and Messinger, D. W., “An adaptive locally linear embedding manifold learning approach for hyperspectral target detection,” in [Algorithms and Technologies for Multispectral, Hyperspectral, and Ultraspectral Imagery XXI ], SPIE (April
2015)

Chapter 2

Remote Sensing and Spectral
Imaging
Remote sensing is the field of research in which information about an object or scene is
acquired and analyzed through the use of aerial sensors. Active remote sensing refers to
sensors that first emit a signal and then measure the response, such as RADAR and LiDAR,
while passive remote sensing refers to sensors that just record information, such as multi
and hyperspectral sensors. The research presented here focuses on hyperspectral imaging,
and in particular on developing a graph theory and manifold learning based approach
to target detection in hyperspectral imagery. This chapter will describe hyperspectral
imaging and its applications, as well as traditional data models and data transformations
that are applied to hyperspectral imagery. Then common target detection algorithms
in hyperspectral imaging will be discussed, as well as their current challenges and the
subsequent need for new detection approaches.
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Hyperspectral Imaging

Sensors that collect hyperspectral imagery (HSI) supply image data that characterizes the
scene both spatially and spectrally, allowing images to be analyzed on a material level that
goes beyond visual inspection. In particular, materials that may appear visually similar,
such as a white tarp in a snowy field, can look very different spectrally. This is due to the
spectral signature of each material, which is the spectrum of light that reflects off of an object
(or is thermally emitted in the case of LWIR sensors). Because of these properties, the
utility of hyperspectral imaging spans both military and civilian applications. In the field
of remote sensing, these images are collected on aerial or space-based platforms, looking
down onto the earth. As a result, many problems that would be difficult to address
using traditional information now become feasible, including: detecting a camouflaged
vehicle in the middle of a field, identifying broad areas of urban development in remote
locations, tracking the effect of parasites on specific crop fields over time, and classifying
areas damaged by natural disasters such as hurricanes, tsunamis, and earthquakes [9].
The crux of hyperspectral image analysis is that, for a particular wavelength, the radiance
(i.e., the amount of reflected, emitted, or absorbed radiation) varies spectrally based on
material.
While typical digital images only contain red, green, and blue spectral information,
hyperspectral images measure the radiance of each pixel at upwards of hundreds of
narrow, contiguous spectral bands from the electromagnetic spectrum as shown in Figure 2.1. These sampled bands typically range from the visible into the NIR (near infrared),
SWIR (shortwave infrared), and sometimes LWIR (longwave infrared). The hyperspectral imaging (HSI) sensors are used aerially via satellites or airplanes to measure radiance
information, and those images are some combination of the spectra from the sunlight,
atmospheric constituents, and the materials in the scene. This is shown in Figure 2.2. The
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signal of interest here is the signature of the surface material, whose reflectance is given
by
reflectance spectrum (λ) =

reflected radiation at band (λ)
.
incident radiation at band (λ)

(2.1)

This shows the fraction of sunlight that is reflected by the surface of the material as a
function of λ, the wavelength of the energy [9].

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the portion of the electromagnetic spectrum typically used in
hyperspectral imaging, ranging from 0.4 µm– 2.0 µm. Image courtesy of [10].

If the influence of the atmosphere was consistent across all wavelengths and the spectrum of the solar energy was flat, then for each material, the observed sensor-reaching
radiance would be the same shape as the material’s spectral signature. However, atmospheric constituents (oxygen, water vapor, etc.) cause the radiance to be selectively
absorbed at different wavelengths. Consequently, the observed radiance spectrum results from the alteration of the solar spectrum by both the transmitted radiance of the
atmosphere as well as the reflectance spectrum of the surface material [9, 11]. This means
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the pathway that solar radiation follows from the sun to the
sensor [9].

that in order to characterize the spectrum of a surface material through the atmosphere,
one must first account for illumination effects, the scattering and absorption of the atmosphere, and the response of the sensor. Through processing techniques such as FLAASH
(Fast Line-of-sight Atmospheric Analysis of Hypercubes) [12] and the ELM (Empirical
Line Method) [11, 13, 14], the spectral reflectance of a material may be estimated from the
sensor-reaching radiance. This results in a hyperspectral image where each pixel represents the atmospherically compensated estimated reflectance spectrum for the material(s)
in the corresponding area on the ground for that particular pixel. Note that hyperspectral
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images may also be analyzed when still in the form of their sensor-reaching radiance
values. There is a trade-off to choosing to keep the image in radiance or atmospherically
compensate it to reflectance: when in radiance, the values have been affected by atmospheric constituents; when in reflectance, the model of the atmosphere used to recover the
reflectance values may not be completely accurate. The choice of radiance vs. reflectance
typically depends on the application. For our purposes here, all of the images have been
atmospherically compensated to reflectance.
A hyperspectral image is essentially a collection of grayscale images of the same
scene when collected at many different wavelengths. As a result, hyperspectral images
are often considered as hyperspectral cubes, where the third dimension of the cube is
incremented by the sampled wavelengths (also known as bands). For a particular pixel,
the corresponding value at each grayscale cross-section of the cube is the reflectance value
of the pixel at that wavelength. An example of the cube representation of a hyperspectral
image is shown in Figure 2.3, along with a sample spectrum of a grass pixel.
For a hyperspectral image collected over d spectral bands, the collection of pixels that
comprises the image may be considered as a cloud of points in the positive portion (first
quadrant) of the d-dimensional real Euclidean space Rd . Under this representation, the
d orthogonal axes in the space Rd are given by the d spectral bands in the hyperspectral
image [3]. Using this Euclidean space construct, each HSI pixel is a d-dimensional vector
whose ith element is the estimated value of its ground reflectance at the ith sampled band
(or sensor-reaching radiance value at the ith band if the image has not been atmospherically compensated). This vector is a geometric representation of the spectrum for a given
pixel [2]. If every surface material had a unique, deterministic spectrum, then theoretically it would be very straightforward to identify the material content of a pixel [15].
However, uncertainties in illumination, sensor noise, and material composition yield in-
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Figure 2.3: Example of a hyperspectral cube, where each cross-section of the cube corresponds to the grayscale image at a particular wavelength. A sample grass pixel and the
corresponding spectrum is shown.

herent variations in a material’s spectrum. This makes it challenging for a material to be
identified using a single, unique spectrum. An added difficulty is that while each pixel
only corresponds to a single spectrum, each pixel does not necessarily contain a single
material. When a pixel corresponds to an area on the ground that is composed of multiple
materials, the sensor integrates the radiance values for those materials into a single radiance spectrum for that pixel. As a result, hyperspectral images are composed of both pure
pixels and mixed pixels, where a pure pixel comprises a single material and a mixed pixel
comprises multiple materials [3, 9]. Two of the main challenges faced in the analysis of
hyperspectral images are (1) mixed-pixel interference and (2) spectral variability within
materials.
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Types of Hyperspectral Image Analysis

There are five main types of algorithms that can be used to characterize the data in a
hyperspectral scene: classification, umixing, change detection, anomaly detection, and
target detection. Classification algorithms attempt to classify the image scene by assigning each pixel to a particular class or category, typically based on material (e.g., road,
vegetation, and water) [14]. Unmixing algorithms seek to identify the fractional abundance of materials in each pixel, e.g., a particular pixel may be 30% road and 70% water.
Change detection algorithms incorporate a temporal component by considering two (or
more) images of the same scene collected at different times, and then identifying areas
where “interesting” changes occured; this is sometimes referred to as anomalous change
detection [16]. An example of an interesting change would be the construction of a building, while an example of an uninteresting change would be spectral variation in a grassy
area due to a lawn being freshly mowed. Anomaly detection algorithms seek to identify
the pixels in the scene that are spectrally different from the background, i.e., the majority,
of the image. Examples of what one would hope to find using anomaly detection could
be a house built in the middle of a forest or a dirt road winding through a field. The
fifth type of algorithm, and the one focused on here, is target detection. It can be likened
to classification algorithms in that each pixel is classified, but there are only two classes:
target and background. However, unlike in classification, the target class is assumed to
be scarcely populated with a relatively low a priori probability. This makes it difficult
to “train” the classifier because we do not have a good estimate of the target signature
distribution. For a given material spectrum, target detection seeks to identify all of the
occurrences of that material within the image scene.
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Traditional Data Models

There are three traditional data models that are used to characterize spectral image data:
probability density, linear subspace, and linear spectral mixture models. These models
are illustrated in Figure 2.4. Probability density models involve the calculation of the
sample mean and covariances of the spectral image data. These statistical measures
can be calculated either on the entire set of image data or within a windowed region to
spatially account for local spectral variability. The general form for a probability density
model [14] is given by
p(x) =

k
X

p(i)p(x|i).

(2.2)

i=1

Here, p(x) is the probability of the spectral vector x occurring in the data set, k is the
number of image classes, p(i) is the prior probability of the ith class occurring under the
P
condition ki=1 p(i) = 1, and p(x|i) is the conditional probability of x occurring given that
the ith class is being sampled. In general, the conditional density function takes the form
of a multivariate normal density.
While probability density models use a statistical approach, the other two models
differ in that they are geometric in nature. A linear subspace model assumes that for a
hyperspectral image with d bands, the data vary within an m-dimensional subspace such
that m < d. The spectral vectors (pixels) are restricted to m dimensions by
x=

m
X

ai si = Sa,

(2.3)

i=1

where a = [a1 , a2 , ..., am ]T is a vector of weights applied to the orthogonal basis vectors of
the subspace, which form the columns of the matrix S = [s1 , s2 , ..., sm ]. The linear mixture
model (LMM) also uses basis vectors that are weighted, however it differs in that it has a
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Figure 2.4: Illustrations of the three common traditional data models. The noteworthy
differences are that the probability model assumes a statistical distribution, the linear
subspace model assumes orthogonal basis vectors, and the linear mixture model assumes
non-orthogonal basis vectors. While the data shown in the probability density model plot
could be modeled using multiple gaussians, we show it in this way because statisticallybased target detection algorithms typically compute the mean and covariance across the
entire dataset.

physical interpretation: the basis vectors – known as endmembers – are image pixels (or
material spectra from a library) corresponding to the spectra of the pure materials in the
scene, and those endmembers do not need to be orthogonal. The LMM assumes that for
an in-scene pixel spectrum x, the pixel can be written as a convex combination of the pure
pixel endmembers. For example, consider an in-scene pixel whose corresponding area on
the ground is composed of 10% water, 30% dirt, and 60% grass. Under the linear mixture
model, which describes a convex geometry, the spectrum for this particular pixel would
be a linear combination of the water endmember, dirt endmember, and grass endmember,
with respective abundances of 0.10, 0.30, and 0.60. The general equation for the LMM is
the same form as in Equation 2.3, but with some changes in the definitions of the variables.
For the linear mixture model, m is the number of endmembers (i.e., pure materials) in the
P
image, α is a vector of nonnegative abundances such that m
i=1 ai = 1, and S is a matrix
with the endmember spectra as columns [9].
While these models prove successful for certain applications, each of them makes
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critical assumptions about how the data are distributed. The probability density model
assumes that the data are well-modeled my their sample mean and covariances, but
advancements in sensor technology and the subsequent improvements in the spatial and
spectral resolutions of remotely sensed imagery render this unlikely due to spectral clutter
and within-material variability. Both the linear subspace model and the linear mixture
model assume that the image pixels are linear combinations of the model’s respective
basis vectors. However, Manolakis et al.[9] note that when different materials are in close
proximity on a scattering surface, the spectrum that results is in fact a highly nonlinear
combination of the endmembers. Although the within-material variability of the data
may be gaussian, this assumption degrades due to improved image resolution; betweenmaterial differences start to dominate the scene and material clutter becomes a challenge
in modeling the data.

2.3

Traditional Data Transformations

The vector space representation of pixels as described in Section 2.1, where pixels in a
hyperspectral image that is measured at d wavelengths are d-element vectors in the space
Rd , allows the data to be analyzed using a variety of vector space transformations. These
transformations may be linear or nonlinear, and represent the data in a new feature space
where the original information is redistributed in a more useful form [17]. While the
d-dimensional spectral space is in fact a feature space itself, the high correlation between
adjacent bands leads to redundant information. The most common data transformations,
Principal Components Analysis and Minimum Noise Fraction, use statistical models of
the data.
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Principal Components Analysis

The Principal Components Analysis transformation, or PCA, is a linear transformation
that uses a statistical model of the data. The data are orthogonally transformed into
linearly uncorrelated variables known as principal components, such that the first principal component has the largest variance, the second principal component has the second
largest variance, and so on. The principal components (PCs) correspond to the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix formed by the data. Because it is a linear approach that
maximizes the variance, it can notionally be thought of as a rotation of the coordinate
system so as to align the mutually orthogonal axes (PCs) in directions that maximize
variability. The projection of a spectral image along each of these bands results in a series
of PCA images with decreasing variance as the band number increases. When applied
to spectral imagery, PCA removes the correlation between the original spectral bands; by
thresholding the variance corresponding to the PCA images, the removal of higher-order
PCA images can result in a form of dimensionality reduction on the original image data.
Although hyperspectral data can have correlated information in adjacent bands, the PCA
transformation is not always advantageous for hyperspectral imagery: the PCA bands
do not always separate material classes in the image, and sparsely-populated material
classes (particularly true for rare targets) may be embedded into a high-order PCA band
containing little variance [14].

2.3.2

Minimum Noise Fraction

The Minimum Noise Fraction transform is a two-step linear transformation that effectively
performs PCA twice [18]. The first rotation serves to noise whiten the data, i.e., decorrelate
and rescale the noise in the data by using the PCs of the noise covariance matrix. This
first rotation results in data such that the noise has unit variance and does not have any
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between-band correlations. The second rotation applies PCA to the noise-whitened data
from the first rotation. This approach can be helpful in situations where the signal-to-noise
ratio is lower due to sufficiently large instrument noise. When PCA is just applied directly
to data with a low SNR, then the principal components will be significantly influenced
by the variance due to noise. By implementing this two-step process using MNF, the
noise has less of an effect. The implementation assumes, however, that the noise and
scene covariances are independent. It also requires that the user has an estimate of the
noise in the scene. Due to these limitations, and the disadvantages of PCA described in
Section 2.3.1, MNF is not ideal for hyperspectral data.

2.4

Target Detection

As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, target detection is one of the useful applications of HSI
analysis for which algorithms have been developed. The problem is formulated such
that the user has a spectral signature of the target material of interest and is looking to
identify all occurrences of that material within the scene. The target class is typically
scarcely populated with a low a priori probability, and the possible presence of subpixel
targets adds another level of difficulty to the problem. Target detection has historically
been approached using either statistical signal models or geometrical signal models, both
of which are described below, along with their shortcomings and the subsequent need for
a better data model.

2.4.1

Detectors Using Statistical Models

Statistical target detection uses statistical signal models that characterize each pixel using
target-present and target-absent hypotheses. That is, for an observed spectrum x, the two
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competing hypotheses are:
H0 :

target absent,

H1 :

target present.

Statistical detection theory bases its decisions using the likelihood ratio test (LRT), defined
as
Λ(x) ,

p(x| target present) p(x|H1 )
=
,
p(x| target absent)
p(x|H0 )

(2.4)

where p(x| target present) and p(x| target absent) are the conditional probability functions
of x under each of the hypotheses [9]. When the LRT function Λ(x) exceeds some threshold
η, the H1 hypothesis is accepted as true, i.e., x is considered to be a detected target. For
this reason, Λ(x) is often referred to as a detection statistic.
The two most common statistical detectors are the matched filter detector (MF) and the
adaptive coherence/cosine estimator (ACE). A matched filter is a detector that essentially
consists of two parts: (1) a linear filter that computes a detection statistic for each pixel,
and (2) the comparison of the detection statistic against a predefined threshold [9]. The
second step decides whether the target is likely to be present or absent in that pixel.
While MF uses a linear decision hypersurface, ACE uses conical decision hypersurfaces.
Attributed to Conte et al. (1995) and Scharf and McWhorter (1996), the ACE detector is
defined as:
(t − m)T S−1 (x − m)
,
ACE(x) = q
q
−1
−1
T
T
(t − m) S (t − m)
(x − m) S (x − m)

(2.5)

where t is the target vector, x is the pixel under test, m is the background mean, and S
is the background covariance [14]. Should the ACE score for x be greater than the userdefined threshold η, then x is labeled as a detected target. Otherwise, x is not a target.
Sometimes, the formulation for ACE is implemented with the terms in Eq. 2.5 squared.
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However, because ACE geometrically uses conical decision surfaces extending from the
origin in opposite directions, squaring the terms in Eq. 2.5 leads to squaring negative, low
detection scores (close to −1). This in turn causes them to cue false alarms as they become
large, positive detection scores (close to 1) [19]. When implementing ACE, it is important
to distinguish which of the two formulations is being used.
For many years, statistical detection methods dominated spectral target detection.
However, technological advances have led to drastic improvements in both of these resolutions, leading to highly cluttered, generally non-gaussian data. Interestingly enough,
ACE is still the most commonly used target detection method; even though it is wellknown that the underlying model is not always appropriate for hyperspectral data, ACE
still tends to outperform other common detection algorithms.

2.4.2

Detectors Using Geometrical Models

Two widely used geometrical approaches are spectral angle mapper (SAM) and orthogonal subspace projection (OSP). SAM uses a simple dot product projection of the target
onto the pixel under test, and if the dot product is below the threshold value, then the pixel
under test is labeled as a target pixel. It is important to note that SAM does not include a
background model. It is essentially just the comparison of one pixel against another, and
so it has many applications outside of target detection; by virtue of its construct, SAM
ignores any measure of background similarity. The SAM scores are computed in such a
way that the model is independent of the brightness of the pixel, which is advantageous;
nonetheless, due to the radiometry of image scenes, spectral angle alone does not properly
characterize hyperspectral data.
OSP was developed by Harsanyi and Chang (1994), and is designed so as to reduce
the dimensionality of the data, suppress pixel signatures that are undesired/interfering,
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and detect the target of interest [20]. The interference suppression process involves projecting each pixel onto a vector subspace that is orthogonal to the undesired/interfering
signatures, which is optimal in the least squares sense. This nulls the interfering signatures. Then, the residual is projected onto the target signature in order to maximize the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The result is a single-band detection map for the given target
spectrum. From a theoretical standpoint, OSP is an ideal detector. Like with the statistical
models, however, the underlying model is flawed: hyperspectral data in general do not fit
a linear subspace model. OSP has been shown to perform well with simulated data, but
that performance degrades significantly when applied to real HSI data. The challenges
with using both of these types of detector constructs have led to more recent research in
graph theory based models, and subsequently manifold learning, which does not impose
assumptions on the distribution of the data. Moreover, graph theory models are highly
adaptable for incorporating spatial information, which is something that is a challenge
for statistical and geometrical approaches.

2.5

Summary

This chapter presented background information on hyperspectral imaging, as well as
traditional HSI data models and data transformations. As discussed, the current models
- probability density, linear subspace, and linear mixture - each make assumptions about
the distribution of the data that are not always true for hyperspectral images. The
common approaches to HSI analysis, and in particular for target detection, rely on these
models. This has led to the recent increase in popularity of graph theory based models as
a foundation for various types of hyperspectral analysis, which will be discussed in the
following chapter.

Chapter 3

Graph Theory Models and
Algorithms
The traditional linear and statistical data models for hyperspectral imagery, as presented
in Chapter 2, impose assumptions on hyperspectral data that are not always well-met due
to the increasing spatial and spectral resolutions of HSI. The challenges and shortcomings
of these models are well-documented, and have resulted in a recent increase in the use
of graph theory based approaches to hyperspectral image analysis. This chapter presents
basic graph theory definitions, as well as common graph-building techniques. These
common techniques, however, do not always capture the intricacies of hyperspectral
data; one of the novel contributions of this research is Adaptive Nearest Neighbors, an
adaptive and data-driven approach to building graphs that is appropriate for hyperspectral data. Adaptive Nearest Neighbors is presented in Section 3.3. There are several more
recent graph theory based approaches to HSI analysis in the literature that are discussed
here with applications to anomaly detection and image segmentation. Another novel
contribution presented in this section is a study of the Topological Anomaly Detector
40
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(TAD) background model, and is presented in Section 3.5. This study demonstrates the
robustness of the TAD algorithm with respect to its background graph structure. While
this chapter focuses specifically on graph theory modeling techniques and graph based
algorithms and analyses, it is important to note that graph theory models also serve as a
foundation for non-linear manifold learning, which is discussed in detail in the following
chapter.

3.1

Introduction to Graph Theory

First introduced in the mid-1700s, the field of graph theory began making its most significant strides in the 20th century [21]. As such, it is a fairly modern field of mathematics. It
has been used in recent applications of spectral imagery for anomaly detection [2, 22, 23],
change detection [24, 25], classification [26, 27, 28, 29], and target detection [3, 5, 30]; the
utility of graph based models in spectral image analysis comes from the models being
nonparametric with no assumptions other than the method of graph construction. The
building blocks of graph theory are structures known as graphs, which mathematically
model pairwise relationships between objects. A graph G = (V, E) is defined as a pair
of finite sets V and E, where the vertex set V(G) contains the vertices (or nodes), and the
edge set E(G) contains the edges. An edge is defined as the connection between a pair of
vertices, and is represented as the ordered pair of its two endpoints (vi , v j ). It is common to
use simple graphs, which require that: (1) two vertices may be connected by at most one
single edge (i.e., no multiple edges for a given vertex pair), and (2) for a given edge, the
two endpoints must be different (i.e., no loops). We are also only considering undirected
graphs, which require that every edge in E is defined by a different pair of unordered
vertices. Mathematically, this means that if there is an edge connecting vertices vi and v j ,
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then (vi , v j ) = (v j , vi ) ∈ E.
For an edge with endpoints vi and v j , the endpoints are said to be adjacent. Given a
graph G with |V| = n vertices, the corresponding adjacency matrix A(G) = [ai, j ] is defined as
an n×n matrix such that ai,j = 1 if there is an edge from vi to v j , and zero otherwise. Because
G is a simple graph and thus has undirected edges and no loops, A(G) is symmetric and
has zeros down its diagonal. Mathematically, A is defined as follows:






1
ai, j = 




0

if (vi , v j ) ∈ E,

(3.1)

otherwise.

In the above definition, the edge weights are binary, i.e., they are numerically valued at 1
(an edge is present) or 0 (an edge is not present). A third finite set ω may be added to
the definiton of a graph G = (V, E, ω), where the edges are assigned a numerical value
that is quantitatively indicative of the similiarity (or dissimilarity) between its two vertex
endpoints. A common example is to consider a vertex set corresponding to airports, an
edge set corresponding to flight paths between airports, and a weight set that assigns
values to the edges based on the duration of those flights. When a graph is a weighted
graph, it may be defined by a weighted adjacency matrix W such that






weight of (vi , v j ) if (vi , v j ) ∈ E,
wi, j = 




otherwise.
0

(3.2)

The degree matrix of a graph is the diagonal matrix D such that each diagonal entry is
equal to the degree of the corresponding vertex, i.e., number of incident edges: [D]ii = di .
For a set of data, if there is a path, i.e., consecutive sequence of edges, between every
possible pairwise set of pixels, the vertices are said to belong to a connected component.
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It is common for graph-theory based algorithms and analysis techniques to impose a
connectivity requirement on the data.

3.2

Common Graph-Building Techniques

When the above graph theory model is applied to spectral data, each pixel is viewed as
a vertex living in a d-dimensional Euclidean space, where d is the number of spectral
bands. Edges are generated between these pixel vertices when the vertex pairs satisfy
some spectral or spatial criteria, which varies depending on the application. There are
numerous ways to generate the edge set for a given vertex set, the most common of which
are k nearest neighbors (kNN), mutual k nearest neighbors (mutual kNN), and the epsilon
threshold proximity graph.
A kNN graph creates an undirected edge between vi and v j if vi is one of the k closest
neighbors of v j , or if v j is one of the k closest neighbors of vi . In order for an edge to be
created, it is sufficient for only one of the two cases to be true. An example of an occasion
for which vi is a nearest neighbor of v j but not vice versa would be when vi is in a dense
cluster of pixels, and v j is an anomaly that has vi as the next closest pixel, even though
the distance between them δ(vi , v j ) may be relatively large. An illustration of kNN with
k = 2 is shown in Figure 3.1(a). A mutual kNN graph [31] is one which requires that
an edge only be created between vi and v j if vi is a nearest neighbor of v j and v j is also
a nearest neighbor of vi . This is frequently desirable because it precludes the creation
of edges between pixels in high density regions and pixels in low density regions; those
such edges would falsely imply spectral similarity between those pixels. An illustration
of a mutual kNN graph is shown in Figure 3.1(b). An ε-threshold graph is also known
as a proximity graph, and for a particular pixel vi , it will only create an edge with a
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(c)

Figure 3.1: Simple illustrations of a kNN graph, mutual kNN graph, and epsilon threshold
(also known as “proximity”) graph. (a) kNN graph with k = 2. An edge is drawn between
any two vertices when one of the vertices is a nearest neighbor of the other vertex. (b)
Mutual kNN with k = 2. The additional mutuality requirement prevents the formation
of edges with pixels in low density areas. (c) Epsilon threshold graph. An edge is created
between v1 and a neighboring vertex if that vertex is less than a distance of ε away. The
terminology B(v1 , ε) represents an open ball centered at v1 of radius ε. Although we
are only showing the radius requirement for one vertex for illustrative purposes, a true
epsilon threshold graph applies the ε restriction to each vertex.

neighboring pixel v j if an open ball centered at vi with radius ε contains the vertex v j . In
other words, an edge (vi , v j ) will be created if ||vi − v j || < ε. An illustration of a proximity
graph is shown in Figure 3.1(c).

3.3

Adaptive Graph-Building Model

The kNN, mutual kNN, and ε-threshold graphs described in Section 3.2 each require a
universal parameter, either k or ε. Picking these values, however, is not always straightforward. Although the parameter may be chosen empirically or through the use of
heuristics, there are datasets in which there is not a single parameter value that can wellcharacterize the entire dataset. This is particularly true for hyperspectral data, where
background data tend to be in dense, highly clustered regions of the spectral space, while
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(b)

Figure 3.2: This figure shows an example of the distribution of hyperspectral data in the
spectral space, and supports that hyperspectral data is not able to be well-characterized
by a kNN or ε-threshold graph due to the varying neighborhood sizes for different pixels.
(a) AVIRIS RGB from a hyperspectral image with hand-selected pure and mixed material
pixels. (b) Two-band spectral profile of the selected regions, with colors corresponding to
the ROI labels in the RGB image.

anomalous pixels and rare target pixels tend to be in sparse regions of the spectral space.
Within-material variations also lead to changing densities for a class corresponding to
a single material, i.e., some grass pixels wil be more tightly clustered than others. This
can be seen in Figure 3.2, which shows regions of interest (ROIs) selected from a hyperspectral image collected by the AVIRIS sensor, where the ROIs correspond to both
pure and mixed material pixels. A two-band spectral profile of those selected pixels is
shown in (b), where the different densities within a single material are apparent. For
this data, and for hyperspectral data in general, different pixels have different neighborhood sizes. The need for an adaptive approach to bulding a graph – one in which the
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parameter value is different for each vertex depending on a measure of local density –
is becoming more prevalent [32]. It is also advantageous for the approach to be datadriven, i.e., not requiring any user-defined parameters. As will be discussed further in
Chapter 4, many manifold learning techniques are being used in HSI analysis, including
Locally Linear Embedding [5], Commute Time Distance [22], and ISOMAP [28]. These
each require an initial graph structure, and their original implementations suggest the
use of kNN or ε-threshold graphs. An adaptive approach to kNN that captures varying
neighborhood sizes, in conjunction with these transformations, would be advantageous
for hyperspectral image analysis. A novel contribution of this research was to develop
such an approach.

3.3.1

Adaptive Nearest Neighbors

An adaptive approach to building a kNN graph that handles the intricacies of hyperspectral data would have high utility in HSI analysis. In particular, the approach would need
to be able to handle the densely clustered background data in the spectral space, as well
as the sparsely populated anomalies and rare targets. Zou and Zhu (2011) present an
adaptive kNN approach called natural nearest neighbors (NNN), which does well when
the vertices are of fairly uniform density / neighborhood size [33]. However, NNN breaks
down when isolated vertices are present, and thresholds the k values in a way that is
not conducive to HSI analysis. Here, we present an improved technique entitled adaptive
nearest neighbors (ANN), which better handles isolated pixels in the spectral space, and
does not arbitrarily threshold k values [7].
ANN is a data-driven approach to building an adaptive kNN graph, i.e., one in which
each vertex has a different k value that depends on its local density. To build this set of
edges on a set of n pixels (vertices), we begin by computing a metric for each vi that is
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determined by how well-connected vi is to the remaining pixels in the graph. Let nbk (i)
denote the number of values of j ∈ 1, 2, ..., n for which vi is among the k nearest neighbors
of v j . For every pixel vi we iteratively compute nbk (i) for successive values of k. This stops
when all pixels have a count nbk (i) > 0, or when the list of pixels with nbk (i) = 0, i.e., the
isolated pixels that are not the nearest neighbors of any other pixels through the current
iteration of k, stays the same from iterations k − 1 to k. The steps are mathematically
outlined below. Let k equal the current iteration of the nearest neighbor parameter, nnk (i)
equal the kth nearest neighbor of pixel i, and NNk (i) equal the set of k nearest neighbors of
pixel i. Let NB0 (k) be the set of vertices that, after k neighbors are examined, still have a
count of nbk (i) = 0. Initialize values at k = 0, NN0 (i) = ∅, and NB0 (0) = ∅.
1. k = k + 1.
2. ∀i, calculate the kth nearest neighbor of vi . Then, NNk (i) = NNk−1 (i) ∪ {nnk (i)}.
3. ∀i, count the number of times i occured in NNk ( j), j = 1, ..., n, and set nbk (i) equal to
count.
(a) IF NB0 (k) , NB0 (k − 1), continue to step 3(b). Otherwise, proceed to step 4.
(b) IF ∃i such that nbk (i) = 0, then return to step 1. Otherwise, proceed to step 4.
4. ∀i, connect vi to its nbk (i) nearest neighbors. The value nbk (i) becomes the adaptive
k value for each vi .
One should note that this may result in vertices with adaptive k values of k = 0, i.e., no
neighbors. Some types of analysis can handle isolated vertices, while others cannot. To
address this, an optional step may be added in that enforces a minimum neighborhood
size of nbk (i) = 1.
A toy illustration of ANN is shown in Figure 3.3. The stopping criteria are that
either all of the vertices have a count greater than zero, or the exact same set of vertices
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remain disconnected from one iteration of k to the next. This is to prevent inappropriately
overconnecting the more tightly-clustered data in the presence of anomolous pixels.

3.3.2

Analysis of Adaptive Nearest Neighbors Approach

In order to demonstrate the improvement of ANN over NNN, as well as over the more
traditional kNN, we applied these three graph building techniques to two sets of data.
The first dataset was synthetic, and the second was pulled from a hyperspectral scene. The
synthetic data contains 53 two-dimensional vertices (with 50 comprising a “background”
region as labeled, and three vertices representing anomalies), and the hyperspectral image
data contains 51 pixels (with 50 grass pixels representing background data, and one red
felt panel pixel representing a rare target or anomaly). The hyperspectral image is detailed
in Section 6.1, and the distributions of both the synthetic and hyperspectral datasets are
shown in the resulting graphs. The synthetic dataset would typically prove challenging
for traditional HSI models, because it cannot be well-characterized using the mean or
covariance, and because it does not fit a linear subspace or mixture model. The HSI data
was collected during the SHARE 2012 compaign conducted by the Digital Imaging and
Remote Sensing (DIRS) Laboratory at the Rochester Institute of Technology. It is an aerial
image of Avon Driving Park in Avon, NY, and was imaged by the ProSpectir VIS sensor.
The data were collected over 360 spectral bands ranging from 0.4µm - 2.45µm, and after
bad band removal, the image had 229 bands. The sensor has an approximate ground
sample distance (GSD) of 1m.
The results for the synthetic data are shown in Figure 3.4. Part (a) shows the scatterplot
of the 53 vertices, with the background vertices in red and the anomalous vertices in green.
Part (b) shows the edge construction obtained through the use of kNN with k = 2, and
part (c) shows the edge construction obtained with k = 52 (the maximum possible k
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(e)

Figure 3.3: Simple illustrations of the iterations in adaptive nearest neighbors. Here, the
stopping criterion is due to the same set of disconnected pixels in the last two iterations.
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value). Part (d) shows the edge construction obtained through the use of NNN, where
kmax was set to 52. Part (e) shows the edge construction through the use of ANN, which
is an improvement over NNN in that it has no user-defined maximum value, and stricter
stopping criteria to handle anomalous, isolated pixels. The kNN graph with k = 2 had
73 edges, the kNN graph with k = 52 was a complete graph with 1378 edges, the NNN
graph had 1156 edges, and the ANN graph had 175 edges. In practical applications,
the graph would ideally be dominated by background data and remain uninfluenced
by anomalies. Here, the kNN graph with k = 2 vastly underconnects the background
while overconnecting the anomalies, and the kNN graph with k = 52 overconnects the
entire dataset. The NNN graph also overconnects the graph, and creates poor edges
between the anomalies and the background. Because the anomalous vertices were not
immediately “seen” by the background data, many inappropriate edges were built up
while all three anomalies were waiting to be seen. Alternatively, ANN appropriately
captures the neighborhood sizes, and is not influenced by the presence of the anomalous
vertex.
The results for the HSI data are shown in Figure 3.5. The HSI data is 229-dimensional,
so the full spectral space cannot be represented. Here, we are showing a two-band
projection of the high-dimensional HSI data where the first band occurs at 0.58µm and
the second band occurs at 1.08µm. Part (a) shows the scatterplot of the 51 vertices, with
the grass pixels in red and the anomalous felt pixel in green. Part (b) shows the edge
construction obtained through the use of kNN with k = 2, and part (c) shows the edge
construction obtained with k = 50 (the maximum possible k value). Part (d) shows the
edge construction obtained through the use of NNN, where kmax was set to 50. Part (e)
shows the edge construction through the use of ANN, which is an improvement over
NNN in that it has no user-defined maximum value, and stricter stopping criteria to
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Figure 3.4: Demonstration of the advantages of ANN over both kNN and NNN for a
synthetic dataset, particularly in the presence of anomalous vertices. (a) The scatterplot
of the two-dimensional data. (b) The kNN graph generated on the synthetic data with
k = 2. (c) The kNN graph generated on the synthetic data with k = 52, the maximum value.
(b) The NNN graph generated on the synthetic data. (c) The ANN graph generated on the
synthetic data, which is data-driven and does not require any user-defined parameters.
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handle anomalous, isolated pixels. The kNN graph with k = 2 had 69 edges, the kNN
graph with k = 50 was a complete graph with 1275 edges, the NNN graph had 1275 edges,
and the ANN graph had 147 edges. In practical applications, the graph would ideally
be dominated by background data and remain uninfluenced by anomalies. Here, the
kNN graph with k = 2 vastly underconnects the background while overconnecting the
anomalies, and the kNN graph with k = 50 overconnects the entire dataset. It is important
to note that due to the anomalous pixel, NNN completely breaks down and converges to
a complete graph. This highlights the sensitivity of NNN to anomalous or isolated pixels,
which are common in hyperspectral data. Alternatively, ANN appropriately captures the
neighborhood sizes, and is not influenced by the presence of the anomalous vertex
For the synthetic data, the average computation time for the kNN graph with k = 2
was 0.00011 seconds, for the kNN graph with k = 52 was 0.00036 seconds, for the NNN
graph was 0.00690 seconds, and for the ANN graph was 0.00136 seconds. For the HSI
data, the average computation time for the kNN graph with k = 2 was 0.00039 seconds,
for the kNN graph with k = 50 was 0.00086 seconds, for the NNN graph was 0.00623
seconds, and for the ANN graph was 0.00164 seconds. There is a definite increase in
the run-time of the ANN and NNN graphs over the kNN run-times. For the sizes of
the datasets considered here, however, the change time is negligible, and the longer runtimes for ANN are not disadvantageous. They are typically higher for NNN than ANN,
because NNN has arbitrary stopping criteria and often iterates up to the user-defined
kmax , which is typically higher than the number of iterations used by ANN to meet its
data-driven stopping criteria.
As shown here, the choice of graph construction technique can have a dramatic effect
on the utility of the graph model. The biggest challenge associated with common graph
models such as kNN is that, for HSI in particular, there usually is not a single k value
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Figure 3.5: Demonstration of the advantages of ANN over both kNN and NNN for a
hyperspectral dataset, particularly in the presence of anomalous pixels. (a) The scatterplot
of a two-band projection of the data. (b) The kNN graph generated on the HSI data with
k = 2. (c) The kNN graph generated on the HSI data with k = 50, the maximum value.
(b) The NNN graph generated on the HSI data, which breaks down and converges to a
complete graph. (c) The ANN graph generated on the HSI data, which is data-driven and
does not require any user-defined parameters.
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that is appropriate for all pixels in the spectral space. Even for less common models such
as NNN, the technique is highly sensitive to the user-defined value for kmax in situations
where there are anomalous vertices. ANN addresses both of these issues as a completely
data-driven approach to adaptively identifying k values, i.e., local neighborhood sizes;
ANN avoids over-connecting sparse regions of the data and under-connecting dense
regions of the data, and as a result has high utility for hyperspectral image analysis.
Incorporation of this graph into a target detection methodology is detailed in Chapter 5.

3.4

Graph Theory Applications in Hyperspectral Imaging

In recent years, graph theory has made its way into the field of spectral image analysis
in detection [2, 22, 23, 34], classification [35, 36, 37, 38], segmentation [29, 39, 40], lossless
compression [41], and general MSI and HSI graph representations [24, 31]; we discuss
[24], [34], and [29] in more detail in the subsections below. The construct of hyperspectral
image data lends itself well to graph theory based models, particularly as the spatial and
spectral resolutions of hyperspectral data improve and statistical models no longer suit
the data well. The graph theory approaches used so far have produced compelling results
while imposing few assumptions on the data.

3.4.1

Graph-based Metrics for HSI Analysis

After a graph is built on a given set of vertices, different metrics may be extracted from
that graph structure. When applied to hyperspectral imagery, these metrics might be
indicative of some level of material complexity, which can then be used for applications
in anomaly detection, change detection, large area search, etc. Albano et al.[24, 25] present
several such metrics, including the Vertex Volume, Edge Volume, Normalized Edge Vol-
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ume, and Weighted Vertex Volume. These are all computed based on the graph structure
itself, without the use of any additional data transformations. Some of the metrics are
computed per-pixel, while others are evaluated base on the entire graph structure. As
with all graph-related analyses on HSI, the utility of these metrics is limited by the robustness of the initial graph structure. The method for building the edges in the graph,
as well as the choice of weighting function (if the graph in question is not binary), may
be chosen based on the application of the analysis.

3.4.2

Topological Anomaly Detection Algorithm

In anomaly detection, the Topological Anomaly Detector (TAD) has shown improved results over classic anomaly detection algorithms such as Reed-Xiaoli (RX) [23, 34]. Based in
graph theory and motivated by topology, the TAD algorithm first models the background
in the image and then computes a codensity ranking (TAD score) for each of the pixels
in the image with respect to that background. In the resulting map of TAD scores, pixels
with higher scores are more likely to be anomalous. There are two main steps to TAD, as
well as an optional normalization pre-processing step, all of which are outlined below.
Step 0: Normalization (optional)
In this step, the image data are normalized so that the data are effectively scaled to lie on
and between two nested hyperspheres with radii of r = 1 and r = 2, respectively. This is
done by normalizing the brightest 10% of pixels to have a Euclidean L2 norm of 2, and
by normalizing the darkest 1% of pixels to have a Euclidean L2 norm of 1. The darkest
pixels lie on the surface of the inner hypersphere of radius 1, and the brightest pixels lie
on the surface of the outer hypersphere of radius 2. The remaining pixels are then scaled
between Euclidean L2 norms of 1 and 2. The goal of this step is to help to mitigate the
effect of illumination conditions (brightness, shadows) on the analysis.
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Step 1: Background Model
To model the background, a subsample S is randomly chosen from the image. The size of
the sample ranges anywhere between 500 to 10,000, and the size is ultimately determined
by the user. The choice depends on the size of the image, system processing power, time
to run the algorithm, etc. Once the sample is selected, the Euclidean distance is computed
between every pairwise set of vertices in the sample. Then a graph is constructed on the
sample set by inserting an edge between the 10% closest pairs of points. This threshold
can be varied, but this number is ideal according to network theory [23].
Here, the advanced triangle inequality algorithm (ATRIA) [42] was used as a fast
method for identifying nearest neighbors for each pixel. However, the user may use the
nearest neighbor search algorithm of their choosing. For a sample size of n pixels, the
total number of edges in a fully connected graph (i.e., a graph where every pairwise set
of vertices is connected by an edge) is

n(n−1)
2 .

When considering the 10% closest edges in

this step, we are looking at w edges where w = 0.10 ∗

n(n−1)
2 .

This is equivalent to building

a proximity graph where the threshold ρ is given by the maximum edge length in the set
of w edges. Mathematically, ∀vi , v j ∈ V(S) such that d(vi , v j ) ≤ ρ, then (vi , v j ) ∈ E(S). Based
on how ρ is determined, we know that |E(S)| = w.
After the w closest edges are generated, a connected components analysis is performed
on the graph. A connected component is a subgraph of S with two stipulations: (1)
for any two vertices in the component, they are connected by a path, and (2) none of
the vertices in the subgraph are connected to any vertices outside of the component.
TAD then designates the largest components – those that contain greater than 2% of the
sample pixels – as background vertices. These background pixels obtained from the sample
provide the topological model for the background data in the image, and this model is
both nonparametric and fully unstructured. All non-background pixels are then ranked
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against this background model.
Step 2: Ranking
To quantify how anomalous each pixel is, the data mining notion of codensity is used
to compare each pixel against the background model. The TAD ranking of each pixel is
given by the sum of that pixel’s distances to its 3rd , 4th , and 5th nearest neighbors in the
background pixels:
TAD(x) =

5
X

δi (x).

(3.3)

i=3

The metric δ j (x) represents the jth codensity, which is the distance from pixel x to its jth
nearest neighbor. This can also be thought of as the radius of the smallest sphere that,
when centered at x, encloses j nearest neighbors. In terms of graph theory, codensity is
effectively the reciprocal of density. The TAD formulation for ranking the anomalousness
of each pixel results in level sets of arbitrary topology; this allows for a separation of
anomalies because pixels near background regions of low density have higher scores
than pixels near background regions of high density.
Through a straightforward graph theory based model, the TAD algorithm has been
shown to outperform classic anomaly detection algorithms [23, 34] and has also been
shown to be incredibly robust with respect to the type of graph model used in the first
step, which is demonstrated in Section 3.5.1.

3.4.3

Spatial-Spectral Graph Based Image Segmentation

Gillis et al. (2012) present a graph-based methodology for segmenting hyperspectral
image data as well as reducing its dimensionality [29]. As mentioned in Section 2.4.2,
an advantage to these graph based models is that incorporating spatial information is
very straightforward. All of the methodologies explicitly discussed thus far use the
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vertices in the spectral space in order to build the graph; Gillis begins by using spatial
windowing to generate edges between spatially contiguous pixels, and then weights
those edges via a measure of spectral similiarity. In this way, he incorporates both spatial
and spectral information in order to build a spatial-spectral graph. As Gillis discusses, it
appears reasonable to assume that HSI algorithms should exploit both the spectral and
spatial information in the scene. Without using a graph theory model, it is not obvious
how to do this. Their model, based on the Laplacian eigenmap and normalized cuts
algorithm [43], encapsulates both the spectral and spatial information in hyperspectral
imagery. They then use this structure to solve a generalized eigenvalue problem on the
graph Laplacian (defined in Section 4.2.2), which may be used for either segmentation or
dimensionality reduction.
Normalized cuts, developed by Shi and Malik (2000), addresses the problem of partitioning/segmenting the graph into clusters that are homogeneous in some descriptive
feature space (i.e., color, texture, brightness, etc.) [43]. Graph based segmentation seeks
to provide at least two clusters such that adjacent vertices with large edge weights are
in the same cluster, while vertices that have low-weighted edges or are disconnected all
together are placed in different clusters. For simplicity, assume that the graph will be
partitioned into two groups; each group may then be recursively subdivided as desired.
Let A and B represent the two components, and assume that A ∪ B = V and A ∩ B = ∅, i.e.,
they form a cover of the vertices. Then the cut is the sum of the weights between them:
cut(A,B) =

X

wi, j .

(3.4)

i∈A, j∈B

Shi and Malik proposed a normalized cut that sums the weights in each group to the entire
graph, so as to avoid the bias of traditional cuts toward partitioning small groups of
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outliers. They define the association of a subset A ⊂ V to be
X

assoc(A) = cut(A,V) =

wi,v .

(3.5)

cut(A,B) cut(A,B)
+
.
assoc(A) assoc(B)

(3.6)

i∈A,v∈V

The normalized cut between them is then defined as
Ncut(A,B) =

For segmentation, the goal is to choose a partition of the vertices into A and B which
minimizes the Ncut measure. When considering L and D as the respective Laplacian and
Degree matrices, the minimization of Equation 3.6 can be restructured as

minv

v0 Lv
,
v0 Dv

(3.7)

where v ∈ R serves as an indicator vector, and has entries equal to either 0 or −k where k
is some constant. Additionally, it is subject to the constraint v0 D1 = 0. The minimization
of this equation is NP-hard, but if the constraint is relaxed so that v can take on any real
values, then the minimization may be solved using the generalized eigenvalue problem:
Lv = λDv.

(3.8)

Gillis uses the Laplacian eigenmap and normalized cuts algorithm by (1) building a
graph structure where edges are selected based on spatial contiguity and edge weights
are computed using spectral similarity, and (2) the generalized eigenvalue problem in
Equation 3.8 and the smallest nonzero eigenvalues and eigenvectors are identified. From
there, their analysis proceeds in one of two ways. First, the bottom k eigenvectors can
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be used to extract a nonlinear dimensionality reduction in the same way as Laplacian
eigenmaps. Second, the single smallest eigenvector may be used to partition the scene.
After choosing an appropriate threshold, the eigenvector entries (and corresponding
vertices/pixels) are then partitioned into two groups. These groups form the pixel clusters
in spectral space. As mentioned earlier, this may be continued iteratively on each of the
partitions in order to further cluster the data. Gillis presents an analysis of this approach
across several different image scenes that are well-ground truthed, and demonstrates the
feasibility and utility of this graph based approach.

3.5

Study of TAD Background Model

Very early work involved an analysis of TAD when the initial graph theory model was
varied using different graph structures. This was done to glean a better understanding of
graph theory models in hyperspectral imaging, as well as to analyze the performance and
robustness of TAD. Mercovich et al. (2011) showed that the method of graph construction
had an impact on the result when applied to spectral clustering, which helped to motivate this analysis [31]. In this study, the performance of TAD was examined across four
different constructs of the initial background graph: the proximity graph originally implemented in TAD, a mutual k nearest neighbor graph, and a sigma local graph (Section 3.5.2)
for two different values of σ > 1.

3.5.1

TAD Modifications

In the original implementation of TAD, ATRIA is used to cut down on the run time
when computing the pairwise distances between subsample vertices. However, ATRIA
requires that the user input the desired number of nearest neighbors. In other words, for
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Figure 3.6: Simple illustrations of the the three graph types used in the TAD analysis.
(a) kNN graph with k = 2. An edge is drawn between any two vertices such that one
of the vertices is a nearest neighbor of the other vertex. (b) Mutual kNN with k = 2.
Adding in the mutuality requirement prevents edges from being formed with pixels in
low density areas. (c) Sigma local graph. An edge is added between two points v1 and
v2 if the illustrated spheres do not contain any points. When σ = 1, this is equivalent to
mutual kNN for k=1.

every pixel vi , ATRIA is instructed by the user as to how many k closest vertex neighbors
it should identify. After that step is completed, TAD then identifies the 10% closest
edges w, which is given by w = 0.10 ∗

n(n−1)
2

for a sample containing n pixels. If k is too

low, there will not be enough edges to identify the closest 10%. If k is too high, then the
runtime is drastically increased and does not provide any additional relevant edge-length
information (due to the thresholding of the 10% shortest edges). To avoid this problem,
we modified the ATRIA step in TAD so that the value of k is not determined by the user.
Instead, it is determined based on the size of the subsample. For a sample of n pixels,
the minimum number of k neighbors needed per pixel in order to guarantee that the 10%
closest edges w are always returned by ATRIA is k = 2 ∗ wn . This assumes the worst case
scenario, which is that every edge returned by ATRIA is listed twice.
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Sigma Local Graph

Both the kNN and mutual kNN graphs are discussed in the graph theory background
information in Section 3.1. The third graph used here, sigma local, is a more obscure
graph than the first two and is not as common in the literature. It is similar to mutual
kNN in that it stipulates a distance criterion be mutually satisfied between vertices, but
it is based on the user-supplied value of σ, which can result in a graph that is stricter
than mutual kNN. A sigma local graph requires that for two vertices vi and v j , an edge is
created between them only if the hypersphere centered at vi with radius
and if the hypersphere centered at v j with radius

δ(vi ,v j )
σ

δ(vi ,v j )
σ

is empty,

is also empty [44, 45]. In the case

of σ = 1, this is equivalent to mutual kNN for k = 1. For σ > 1, the radius threshold gets
shorter, and the graph becomes a less strict version of mutual kNN. For σ < 1, the radius
threshold gets longer, and the empty hypersphere threshold is never satisfied (because
both vi and v j are always within the spheres). This means that sigma local graphs in
this scenario are only defined for σ ≥ 1. An example of a sigma local graph is shown in
Figure ??. Note that in this example, an edge would be created between v1 and v2 because
their respective spheres do not contain any additional points.

3.5.3

Analysis of TAD Modifications

In order to evaluate the effect of the different initial graphs on the performance of TAD,
we ran several trials of TAD across the various graph models as well as increasing sample
sizes (and subsequently, increasing k values). The image used was of Cooke City, MT
and was collected using the HyMap sensor as part of the 2006 CHARM collection. It
has an approximate ground sample distance (GSD) of 2-3 m, and was collected over
126 spectral bands [46]. The image used had been processed to approximate surface
reflectance. As shown in Figure 3.7, the scene has a variety of different features: a dense
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city, large road, thick forest, and grassy fields. Figure 3.7(a) shows the image before
the TAD normalization preprocessing step, and Figure 3.7(b) shows the image after the
preprocessing step.
For this analysis, the TAD algorithm was run across four different background models:
(1) original TAD kNN graph, (2) mutual kNN, (3) sigma local with σ = 1.5, and (4) sigma
local with σ = 3. These four models were each implemented over three different sample
sizes and their corresponding k values: (a) sample size = 500, k = 50, (b) sample size
= 1000, k = 100, and (c) sample size = 2000, k = 200. Note that when generating the
random subsample for each of these images, the same seed was used so as to avoid the
introduction of another experimental variable.
Figure 3.8 shows the 12 grayscale maps corresponding to the normalized TAD scores
(scaled from 0 to 255) for each of the 12 graph-type and sample size combinations. The
first column is kNN, the second column is mutual kNN, the third column is sigma local
with σ = 1.5, and the fourth column is sigma local with σ = 3.0. The first row has a sample
size of 500 pixels, the second row has a sample size of 1000 pixels, and the third row has a
sample size of 2000 pixels. Upon first glance, these plots appear to be nearly identical. In
order to explore this further, false color images were generated such that the Red band is
kNN, the Green band is mutual kNN, and the Blue band is sigma local with σ = 1.5. The
two sigma local graphs were found to be very similar, and so only one of them was used
in generating the false color RGB. These three false color images, one for each sample
size, are given in Figure 3.9. Each of the images does show variation in color, indicating
that the gray maps are not in fact identical. However, the higher-ranking TAD scores
(given by brighter pixels) are very consistent across the three images. Bright, white pixels
indicate that the pixel had a high-ranking TAD score across all three graph constructs.
The only structure that dramatically stands out as being detected in each sample size trial
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(b)

Figure 3.7: A true color rendering of the hyperspectral image captured of Cooke City,
MT. The image was collected using the HyMAP sensor and has an approximate GSD of
2-3 m as well as 126 spectral bands. (a) The image before the TAD preprocessing step.
(b) The image after the TAD preprocessing step in which the brightest 10% of pixels were
normalized to a Euclidean L2 norm of 2, and the darkest 1% of pixels were normalized to
a Euclidean L2 norm of 1.
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but not across all three constructs is the main road, running from the upper left of the
image to the bottom right. In Figure 3.9(a), where the sample size was 500 pixels, the
road appears bright green with some hints of red, indicating that it was detected the most
strongly by mutual kNN (G) and somewhat strongly by kNN (R). In Figure 3.9(b), where
the sample size was 1000 pixels, the road appears bright violet, indicating that it was
detected the most strongly by both kNN (R) and sigma local with σ = 1.5 (B). Lastly, in
Figure 3.9(c) with a sample size of 2000 pixels, the road is a deeper violet, indicating that
it was detected the most strongly by sigma local with σ = 1.5 (B), and somewhat strongly
by kNN (R). While there are certain areas that are detected differently, the similarities of
the three false color images in their entirety suggest that while there is slight variability
between the grayscale maps, that variability is not significant.
When this analysis was intially proposed, the expected results were thought to be
that a more robust and data-driven construct of the initial graph would lead to improved
anomaly detection by TAD, as was shown by Mercovich et al. (2011) with spectral
clustering. The same does not necessarily hold true for this analysis. While there was
some improvement in the gray maps as the sample size was increased, this appeared to be
independent of the graph construct. This indicates that the TAD algorithm is effectively
invariant to the initial graph model of the subsample data, which means that it is already
an extremely robust anomaly detection algorithm. This is likely due to the thresholding
step in TAD, which only creates edges between the 10% closest vertex pairs in the edge
set of the subsample. Although we created the initial edge set using four different graph
constructs, it did not yield dramatically different results. This ultimately speaks to the
potential robustness of graph-based models.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Figure 3.8: Gray maps of the normalized TAD scores for for initial graph constructs:
proximity graph (kNN), mutual kNN, sigma local with σ = 1.5, and sigma local with σ =
3.0. Each column corresponds to these graph types, respectively. Each row corresponds
to an increase in sample size: 500 pixels, 1000 pixels, and 2000 pixels, respectively.
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(c)

Figure 3.9: Three false color maps whose RGB bands are given by the gray maps in
Figure 3.8. The sample size changes in each image, but all three were created using their
respective gray maps for R = kNN, G = mutual kNN, and B = sigma local with σ = 1.5.
(a) sample size = 500, (b) sample size = 1000, and (c) sample size = 2000.
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Summary

This chapter began by discussing basic graph theory terminology, as well as common
graph-building techniques. In the context of hyperspectral image analysis, the more
common graph-building approaches – k-nearest neighbors, mutual k-nearest neighbors,
and proximity graphs – do not always well-model hyperspectral data. A novel contribution of this research was to develop a data-driven and adaptive approach to identifying
the varying neighborhood sizes within hyperspectral data. This approach, called Adaptive Nearest Neighbors, was developed by modifying an approach called Natural Nearest
Neighbors, so that it did not require any user-defined parameters and was better equipped
to process data containing anomalous, isolated vertices (as is common in hyperspectral
data). Graph-based algorithms and methodologies for hyperspectral data that are currently in the literature were also discussed, and a sensitivity analysis of the Topological
Anomaly Detector’s initial graph structure was presented. The robustness of TAD speaks
to the potential utility of graph-based analyses in HSI.

Chapter 4

Manifold Learning in Spectral Image
Analysis
Manifold learning is based on the idea that the data are embedded into an artificially high
number of dimensions, and the algorithms that seek to recover these data in their inherent,
lower dimension are known as manifold learning algorithms. These algorithms can either
be linear or nonlinear, and their choice of use depends on the structure of the data. PCA,
as described in Section 2.3.1, is a form of linear manifold learning, and effectively rotates
the data so that variance is maximized in each dimension. Nonlinear manifold learning,
however, requires an initial graph model, as presented in Chapter 3. These graph theory
models provide a foundation for nonlinear manifold learning, and the choice of graph
structure varies depending on the application. This chapter presents manifold learning
and its associated definitions, as well as more common spectral embedding methods. Note
that in this case, spectral refers to the use of eigendecompositions, and not spectroscopy.
Current applications in the literature of manifold learning to HSI are also presented, and
these uses provided the motivation for many parts of the research in this thesis.
69
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Manifold Learning

In recent decades, manifold learning has emerged as an incredibly relevant field in the
research areas of data mining and statistical learning. Manifold learning refers to a
collection of unsupervised algorithms whose purpose is to recover a low-dimensional
manifold embedded in a high-dimensional ambient space, and is a form of dimensionality
reduction [47]. Examples of some standard manifold learning recoveries are shown in
Figure 4.1. There are numerous manifold learning applications, extending from stellar
classification and digital sky surveys to security surveillance using facial recognition
[3]. Although manifold learning comprises graph theory, computing, statistics, and
differential geometry, a manifold structure itself is topological in nature. A manifold is
a topological space that is essentially the higher dimensional analog of two- and threedimensional curves and surfaces, with the particular property that it locally appears
relatively flat and featureless and behaves like a Euclidean space. Globally, a manifold
may have much more intricate features. A comparison is often drawn to humans on the
surface of the earth: when looking around, the earth appears flat. However when the
earth is viewed from a distance, its curvature becomes apparent. A manifold may be
thought of similarly [47].

4.1.1

Spectral Embedding Methods

The primary tool behind all manifold learning algorithms is the set of eigenvectors corresponding with either the top or bottom few eigenvalues of a matrix that is associated
with the data. For nonlinear manifold learning in particular, this matrix is associated
with the graph G on the data. These linear and nonlinear algorithms are collectively
known as spectral embedding methods; they aim to recover linear or nonlinear manifolds,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.1: Examples of manifolds and their associated lower-dimensional recoveries
showing their inherent structures. (a) The swiss roll example, (b) the twin peaks example,
(c) the punctured sphere example, and (d) the toroidal helix example. Figures courtesy
of [48].
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usually embedded in high-dimensional spaces. Note that here, spectral refers to the use
of eigendecompositions, and not spectroscopy. Linear methods have been around the
longest, the most well-known of which is principal component analysis (PCA), presented
in detail in Section 2.3.1. PCA has played a long and important role in spectral image
analysis, but its fidelity is decreasing as the spatial and spectral resolutions of sensors
improve and, as a result, multi and hyperspectral images are sometimes becoming more
clutter-dominated. Even still, PCA is often implemented in denoising techniques and
compression methods, and is also a critical part of computing the Minimum Noise Fraction (MNF) transform [49]. The MNF transform, presented in detail in Section 2.3.2,
cascades PCA transformations: the first rotation whitens the noise so that it has unit
variance and there is no band-to-band correlation, and the second rotation uses standard
PCA on the noise-whitened image data. PCA is among several linear manifold learning
methods, and although these techniques do have useful applications, the caveat is their
linearity assumption about the data. For hyperpsectral images in particular, the data
seldom fit a linear model [50]. Linear methods also attempt to maintain a global structure
on the graph; that is, when the data are transformed from the high-dimensional ambient
space to the lower dimensional manifold space, near points are mapped to near points
and distant points are mapped to distant points. Once again, these requirements are
difficult to satisfy with hyperspectral data in many circumstances.
If linear manifold learning techniques generate a poor low-dimensional recovery of
data that was initially embedded in a high dimensional space, that indicates that the data
are in fact on or near a nonlinear manifold [47]. The most well-known nonlinear manifold
learning methods are locally linear embedding (LLE) [51, 52], isometric feature mapping
(ISOMAP) [53], Laplacian eigenmaps [54], diffusion maps [55], Hessian eigenmaps [56],
and local tangent space alignment [57]. Although linear manifold learning algorithms are
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typically global methods and try to preserve structure across the entire set of data, most
nonlinear algorithms are local methods that only enforce local neighborhood structure.
Ma and Fu (2011) remark that for all of the nonlinear methods listed here, the only one
considered to be a global method is ISOMAP; it recovers the manifold approximation
by computing all of the pairwise geodesic distances within the data, rather than in local
neighborhoods. It is important to recognize that it is difficult to precisely model real data
on a nonlinear model, due to variations in real data that prevent the data from perfectly
lying on a manifold, as well as sparse sampling of the manifold. When applied to hyperspectral imaging, we instead aim to recover a strong approximation of the underlying
manifold of the data. The choice of manifold learning technique should be appropriate
for the type of spectral image analysis that is being performed. Here, the focus is on
hyperspectral target detection, so our greatest concern is with preserving local neighborhoods in the spectral space. We seek to leverage that for a given hyperspectral image, the
neighborhood of image data that is associated with an injected target spectrum should
also be target-like. By preserving that target-like neighborhood, we are then able to perform target detection in the manifold coordinates. The hope is that by first performing
manifold recovery and tuning the dimensionality reduction technique for target detection, the targets will become more well-separated from the background. The manifold
learning technique that is primarily used in this analysis is LLE.

4.1.2

Locally Linear Embedding

Designed by Roweis and Saul (2000), the locally linear embedding (LLE) algorithm is a
~ i , where X
~ i to Y
~ i is the high
local and nonlinear manifold learning method for mapping X
~ i is the lower dimensional output data. This is done via
dimensional input data and Y
~ i j , which is the matrix of local linear reconstruction weights [52]. When n elements
W
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are being mapped from a d-dimensional space to an m-dimensional space with m  d,
~ i is an m × n matrix, and W
~ i is a d × n matrix, Y
~ i j is an n × n matrix. LLE does
then X
not have an intrinsic dimensionality estimation step, so the user must choose a method
for determining m. There are three main steps to LLE: (1) nearest neighbor search, (2)
constrained least-squares local reconstruction, and (3) spectral embedding [3, 52]. They
are outlined below, and are illustrated in Figure 4.2.
1. Nearest neighbor search. Saul and Roweis designed LLE to allow for any initial
graph structure as chosen by the user, but their traditional implementation has only
one free parameter controlled by the user: k, the number of nearest neighbors per local
neighborhood. After the dimensionality reduction transformation is performed, the user
must also choose their own method for determining the dimensionality of the transformed
data, i.e., the number of transformed bands to select. While the choice of k may seem
innocuous, it can have a dramatic effect on the performance of LLE. Should k be too small,
then the neighborhoods will be underdefined and the points will not be well-constructed
in the manifold space. Should k be too large, then the neighborhoods will not satisfy the
locally linear criterion and the manifold will not be successfully recovered. This does
not imply, however, that there is always one perfect k value for a set of data. In fact,
the opposite is usually true: different k values are appropriate for different regions of the
data (due to variations in density, curvature, etc., as one moves along the manifold). This
was analyzed in Section 3.3 with the presentation of adaptive nearest neighbors, but for
now we are concentrating on the original implementation of LLE which only designates
one single k value for all of the neighborhoods. One important property of LLE is that it
requires a connected graph, so if the selection of k is too low to generate a connected graph,
then a connection such as the addition of a minimum spanning tree [22] or the addition
of edges between connected components [3] must be imposed. As an alternative, LLE
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Figure 4.2: Roweis’s diagram illustrating the steps of the locally linear embedding (LLE)
algorithm [51].
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may be implemented on individual connected components. However, it can be difficult
to stitch those results together in the manifold coordinates.
2. Constrained least-squares local reconstruction. After the local k-neighborhood of each
of the n image pixels is determined, the next step is to estimate the reconstruction of each
pixel xi as a linear combination of its k neighbors:

x̂i =

k
X

wi j x j ,

(4.1)

j=1

where the scalar weights wi j are constrained to

P

j wi j

= 1. Here, wi j is equal to the

contribution of the jth pixel to the reconstruction of the ith pixel [58]. If x j does not belong
to the neighborhood of xi , then the matrix element wi j = 0. Subject to these constraints,
the optimal reconstruction weights are then computed by minimizing the reconstruction
errors of the following cost function:

E(W) =

n
X
i=1

~i −
X

k
X

2

~j .
Wi j X

(4.2)

j=1

Eq. 4.2 sums the squared distances between each of the pixels and their respective reconstructions.
3. Spectral embedding. After the optimized matrix of weight values Ŵ is computed in
~ in the m-dimensional
Step 2, the weights are used to calculate the embedded coordinates Y
manifold space. Because the transformation in LLE preserves local linearity (the transformation is invariant to scale, rotation and translation), the weights for each of the
neighborhoods in the spectral space will be identical in the manifold space. As in the
prior step, LLE once again minimizes a cost function; however, this time it is the weights
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~ i that are optimized:
that are fixed and the embedded coordinates Y

Φ(Y) =

n
X
i=1

~i −
Y

k
X

2

~j .
Ŵi j Y

(4.3)

j=1

As shown in Eq. 4.3, the embedded coordinates are computed entirely from the geometric
~ i are not needed in this step.
information encoded by the weights. The original input data X
Roweis and Saul (2000, 2003) show that this second cost function is minimized by solving
a sparse n × n eigenvalue problem. They demonstrate that the bottom m + 1 non-zero
eigenvectors constitute an ordered set of m embedding coordinates, which are given as
~ i . The single bottom vector of all 1s (which corresponds to an eigenvalue of 0) is ignored.
Y
The multiplicity of this eigenvector is equal to the number of connected components in
the data, which is why LLE requires the data to be one connected component. If LLE is
applied to individual connected components, then the multiplicity will be greater than
one. In all implementations in this research, however, we impose connectivity on the
graph.

4.1.3

Laplacian Eigenmaps

Laplacian Eigenmaps (LE), developed by Belkin in 2001, is a non-linear manifold learning
dimensionality reduction technique that is based on the graph Laplacian [54, 59]. LE is a
geometrically-motivated algorithm that first builds a graph on the data that incorporates
neighborhood information. Then, using the Laplacian of the graph, a lower-dimensional
representation of the data is computed; this representation optimally preserves, in a certain sense, the local neighborhoods [59]. The justification for this approach is based on the
Laplace Beltrami operator and its role in optimizing the embedding. LE was developed
after LLE, and in certain cases is described as a more general version of LLE (Belkin et al.,
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2003, Section 5). (Further analysis of this, in the context of the LLE-based target detection
methodology presented in this thesis, is provided in Appendix B.)

Like LLE, Laplacian Eigenmaps has three main steps to the algorithm:
1. Constructing the Adjacency Graph. There are two variations of this step, both of which
seek to put an edge between xi and x j if they are considered “close”:
(a) k nearest neighbors. [parameter k ∈ N] Vertices xi and x j are connected by an edge if xi
has x j as one of its k closest neighbors, or if x j has xi as one of its k closest neighbors.
This relation is symmetric, i.e., there is no direction associated with the edge, and
in order for the edge (xi , x j ) to exist, just one of the neighborhood requirements is
sufficient.
Advantages: easier to choose than ε, and typically does not lead to disconnected
graphs for more uniform data.
Disadvantages: still difficult to choose the parameter in general, and all neighborhood sizes may not be the same (i.e., there may not be one specific parameter value
that is most appropriate for describing all of the neighborhoods).
(b) ε-neighborhoods. [parameter ε ∈ R] Vertices xi and x j are connected by an edge if
||xi −x j ||2 < ε, where the norm is the L2 Euclidean norm in the original dimensionality
of the data.
Advantages: the relationship is inherently symmetric.
Disadvantages: it is difficult to choose ε, and this technique often leads to graphs
with several components.
2. Choosing the weights. Again, there are two variations for computing the edge weights:
(a) Binary. [no parameters] In the n × n adjacency matrix, Wi j = 1 if vertices xi and x j
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are connected by an edge, and Wi j = 0 if xi and x j are not connected by an edge.
This simplication avoids having to choose any parameters.
(b) Heat kernel. [parameter t ∈ R] If vertices xi and x j are connected by an edge, then

−

||xi − x j ||2

Wi j = e

t

(4.4)

otherwise, Wi j = 0. The justification for the heat kernel is given by Belkin et al.
(2003, Section 3.3: Heat Kernels and the Choice of Weight Matrix).
3. Eigenmaps. For this step, the graph G (constructed in Step 1) must be connected. After
Step 1, the graph is either (a) connected, in which case proceed with the steps below, or
(b) disconnected, in which case either (b.i) a components analysis can be performed in
order to insert the minimum edges need for connectivity, or (b.ii) each component can be
analyzed individually. In this step, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues are computed for
the generalized eigenvector problem:
L f = λD f .

(4.5)

Here, D is the diagonal matrix whose entries are column sums (or row sums, due to
P
symmetry) of the weighted adjacency matrix W such that Dii = j W ji . The Laplacian
matrix is given by L = D − W. The solutions f 0 ,..., f n of Equation 4.5 are ordered according
to their associated eigenvalues 0 = λ0 ≤ λ1 ≤ ... ≤ λk−1 . The multiplicity of the zero
eigenvalue λ0 = 0 is one, due to the graph being a single connected component. We
throw out this eigenvalue and its associated eigenvector f 0 . Then, the next m eigenvectors
represent the embedding in the lower m-dimensional Euclidean space Rm .
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Manifold Learning in Hyperspectral Imaging

Manifold learning, described in detail in Section 4.1, refers to the class of algorithms that
seek to identify a lower dimensional manifold embedded in a high dimensional ambient
space. A manifold is the higher dimensional analog of 2D and 3D curves and surfaces.
A manifold learning algorithm may be either linear or nonlinear, as well as local or
global. The most well-known algorithm is linear: Principal Components Analysis (PCA).
However, as discussed earlier, hyperspectral data is in fact highly nonlinear, particularly
in materially cluttered scenes. There has been a shift recently towards using nonlinear
manifold learning in HSI, which has its foundations in graph theory models. The applications include hyperspectral classification [27, 28, 32, 60, 61, 62, 63, 50], unmixing [64, 65],
clustering [66], and detection [22]; we discuss [27, 28, 32, 61, 64, 22] in more detail in the
subsections below.

4.2.1

Unmixing and Classification Using ISOMAP

The predominant researchers of manifold learning in HSI are Bachmann (2005, 2006, 2010)
and Crawford (2006, 2013). Bachmann et al. have presented ongoing research in the use of
the ISOMAP algorithm for manifold learning on coastal scenes [27, 28, 32]. Crawford et al.
have focused on using ISOMAP for unmixing and classification on various hyperspectral
scenes [61, 64].
Bachmann has presented data-driven approaches for using manifold learning coordinates to represent and characterize the structure of hyperspectral imagery for classification
purposes. This analysis of the high-dimensional hyperspectral imagery relies on graphbased methods to compute geodesic distances used in the ISOMAP computations, as
described in Section 4.1. However, the computational cost of ISOMAP can pose a chal-
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lenge when processing large, hyperspectral datasets. Earlier work by Bachmann et al.
(2005) presents a hybrid technique to address this challenge, and does so by dividing the
scene into smaller tiles. They then approximate the individual manifolds, and align them
together using manifold stitching techniques. Then, the manifold coordinate recovered
image data may be used for different types of hyperspectral image analysis. The choice of
ISOMAP is in part because it is the only main approach to modeling manifolds that has a
globally optimal solution. This makes it more conducive to hyperspectral classification,
where it is important for every single pixel to be equally well-modeled (whereas with detection, the problem becomes background vs. non-background). Bachmann et al. discuss
the computational challenges with manifold stitching, as well as the advantages to recovering the underlying, inherent structure of the data. Results are shown in comparison
to traditional linear unmixing approaches, and the manifold coordinate representations
have a clear advantage, particularly in the coastal scenes.
One of the challenges in manifold learning in HSI is the computational cost of analyzing a large image. Bachmann uses a tiling and manifold stitching approach, as well as
a backbone model, in order to address this. Crawford et al. present research on the use
of landmarking, i.e., the selection of a small number of “landmark” points that are used
to develop the manifold. Then, the remaining points are embedded into the manifold
coordinates based on those landmarks. This is a historically difficult problem, as landmark approaches are approximation methods, and as such their experimental results are
highly variable. Chi and Crawford (2013) present a robust landmarking selection method
in conjunction with ISOMAP for spectral unmixing. They use a local window kernel to
exploit spectral and spatial homogeneity over small, spatially and spectrally contiguous
regions. Their results show a quantitative and visual improvement in accuracy over the
traditional landmarking methods such as random selection, maxmin, cluster boundaries,
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and centers. Their proposed methodology also demonstrated lower processing time than
the maxmin and clustering methods. By using a graph based and manifold learning
approach to spectral unmixing in HSI, they are able to outperform traditional methods
while using a more accurate data model.

4.2.2

Detection Using the Commute Time Distance Transformation

The commute time distance (CTD) transformation is a nonlinear transformation that
embeds the vertices of the graph G into a vector space such that for vertices vi and v j ,
the Euclidean distance between them is proportional to the square root of their commute
time distance. Albano et al. (2012) show that when applied to hyperspectral imagery, this
form of manifold learning yields compelling results for anomaly detection [22]. Albano
(2013) shows further that the methodology can be extended to target detection through
the use of a physics-based model and traditional target detection techniques [30]. The
CTD transformation is given by
Ψ=

p

trace(D)Λ1/2 U T ,

(4.6)

j

where Ψ is an n × n matrix with entries [Ψ]i j = ci , Λ is a diagonal matrix that contains the
eigenvalues of the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the Laplacian L+ (defined below) in
nonincreasing order of magnitude, and U contains the corresponding eigenvectors as its
columns. The ith row of the matrix Ψ, denoted as ψi ∈ Rn , is equivalent to the embedding
of the ith spectral vector in the augmented data set in the transformed CTD space. Here,
the graph Laplacian is defined as
L = D − W,

(4.7)
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where W is the weighted adjacency matrix and D is the degree matrix, as defined in
Section 3.1. The entries of the matrix L are:





−ωi j






Li, j = 
di








0

if i , j and (vi , v j ) ∈ E,
if i = j,

(4.8)

otherwise.

The eigenvalues of L in nondecreasing order are denoted as ρ1 , ρ2 , ..., ρn , and their corresponding eigenvectors are φ1 , φ2 , ..., φn . Then, using the spectral decomposition theorem,
the pseudoinverse of the graph Laplacian L+ is given by
n−1
n
X
X
1
T
φi φi =
λ ju ju jT,
L =
ρi
+

i=2

(4.9)

j=1

where the eigenvalue/eigenvector pairs of the pseudoinverse L+ are denoted (λ, ui ). Then,
the closed form solution for the commute time distance transformation is written in terms
of the pseudoinverse Laplacian components:
cki = vol(G)([L+ ]ii + [L+ ]kk − 2[L+ ]ik ).

(4.10)

Notionally, the commute time distance between vertices vi and v j in a graph quantifies
the “time” it would take for one to randomly travel from vi to v j and back again, based
on the paths and edge weights in the graph. Albano includes physics-based modeled
targets in the transformation, so as to influence the directions of the CTD axes so that the
majority of the target class information is contained within the first few eigenvectors. His
version is denoted as the physics-based CTD (PB-CTD) transformation. He operates his
technique in the radiance domain for spectral imagery, and shows improved results over
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subspace ACE (SS-ACE) using those same radiance-modeled targets.

4.3

Summary

This chapter details manifold learning techniques, which encompass linear and nonlinear
approaches to dimensionality reduction that are also sometimes referred to as spectral
embedding methods. PCA is considered to be a form of linear manifold learning, while
algorithms such as LLE, Laplacian Eigenmaps, ISOMAP, and CTD are forms of nonlinear
manifold learning. Both LLE and Laplacian Eigenmaps are discussed in detail in this
chapter, as they both play a role in the analysis presented in this thesis. This chapter
also presents some existing manifold learning based analyses that have been done on
hyperspectral imagery, including work by Bachmann et al. and Crawford et al. These
results all show specific improvements over more traditional forms of hyperspectral analysis for each of their respective applications. This chapter sets up the following chapter,
which presents a detailed LLE-based methodology that is biased for hyperspectral target
detection in the reflectance domain.

Chapter 5

Locally Linear Embedding for Target
Detection
The main contribution of this thesis is developing a manifold learning based methodology for target detection in hyperspectral imagery, which provides a completely novel
approach in contrast to traditional HSI detection algorithms. This involved several iterations of the methodology, ultimately resulting in the development and integration of
Adaptive Nearest Neighbors (Section 3.3) into the well-known Locally Linear Embedding (Section 4.1.2) to form an adaptive implementation of LLE, which we then biased
specifically for target detection in HSI. In this chapter, the traditional implementation
is contrasted with the adaptive implementation, and then we present the specific steps
taken to tune the transformation to separate out target materials of interest in the lowerdimensional space. This involved a cluster analysis study of adaptive LLE, as well as the
incorporation of a “target cloud.” Then, the end-to-end methodology is presented in full
in Section 5.4.
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Traditional Implementation

The traditional implementation of LLE is detailed in Section 4.1.2, and is summarized in
this chapter for completeness. In traditional LLE, any initial graph structure describing
the neighborhoods may be used, but Saul and Roweis suggest either the parameter-driven
k-nearest neighbors or ε-threshold graphs. The three steps of LLE are (1) building the
neighborhood graph, (2) performing least-squares local reconstruction of the neighborhoods, and (3) computing the spectral embedding by fixing the local weights and then
globally optimizing the embedding. For data with fairly uniform neighborhood sizes
(either in cardinality or in the distance to the neighbors), either of these parameter-driven
graph structures may appropriately capture the local neighborhoods. The challenge for
hyperspectral data is that, as described in Section 3.3 and demonstrated in Figure 3.2, the
variations in the density of the pixel clusters make it so that there typically is not one
parameter that can appropriately capture all of the neighborhood sizes. In other words,
the within-material variations of the pixels as well as the presence of anomalous pixels
make it so that different regions of the data have different neighborhood sizes, and cannot
be well-described by a single parameter. While LLE is a powerful tool, it is for these
reasons that it should not be blindly applied to spectral image data with either a k-nearest
neighbor or ε-threshold graph.

5.2

Adaptive Implementation

As discussed in Section 3.3 and reiterated above, k-nearest neighbor graphs and εthreshold graphs are not desirable for spectral image data for two reasons: (1) they
are parameter-driven for some user-defined (or determined via heuristics) value, and it is
not obvious how to pick that value, and (2) different regions of spectral data have differ-
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ent neighborhood sizes due to variations within materials as well as anomalous materials
with respect to the scene content. Because the traditional implementation of LLE suggests
one of these two graphs, it is not advantageous to apply traditional LLE to spectral data.
Additionally, the changing density and sparsity of spectral data makes it so that the embedding is highly sensitive to the choice of k or ε, because any of these global parameters
will lead to some underconnected regions of the data and some overconnected regions of
the data (explained in Section 3.3).
In order to reliably apply LLE to spectral data, we implement an adaptive approach
to LLE that uses Adaptive Nearest Neighbors (presented in Section 3.3.1), which is an
improvement over the parameter-driven approaches as demonstrated in Section 3.3.2.
In doing so, we are replacing the first step of traditional LLE with the building of the
adaptive nearest neighbor graph. This results in adaptive LLE, which does not have
user-defined parameters. An example of adaptive LLE when applied to a hyperspectral
image chip is shown in Figure 5.1. This image was taking from the SHARE 2012 dataset,
before being georectified. It shows red and blue cotton felt panels on gravel, with both
grass and a dirt road in the scene as well. The ProSpecTIR VS sensor that collected this
image had 1m GSD, and the image had 229 spectral bands. The adaptive LLE bands (after
dimensionality reduction) show distinct material separation, which we want to leverage
for target detection. In other words, we want to tune the adaptive LLE transformation
so that instead of inherently separating materials, we specifically bias it to separate out a
material of interest, i.e., the target material.
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Figure 5.1: Example of the image bands obtained after the data is transformed into
manifold coordinates using adaptive LLE. The image chip used here is a 40×40 pixel
region of the hyperspectral SHARE 2012 image, before being georectified. This image
was collected using the ProSpecTIR VS sensor, and had 229 bands after bad band removal,
along with 1m GSD. The red and blue regions of the chip correspond to red and blue cotton
felt panels. Using the Gram matrix approach to dimensionality estimation, the region
was estimated to have an inherent dimensionality of m = 6. Adaptive LLE was used to
recover this 6-band manifold approximation. The bands show some distinct separation
in materials, which is a property that is leveraged in this analysis.

5.3

Biasing for Target Detection

As shown in Figure 5.1, the application of adaptive LLE to hyperspectral imagery yields a
lower-dimensional representation of the data in which there is material separation. This
is advantageous for hyperspectral image analysis in general, because HSI data specifically
seeks to provide better material information. For target detection, however, we are not
concerned with separating out all of the materials within a scene; rather, we are interested
in classifying everything with a metric of how “target-like” it is, i.e., everything is considered to be either target or background. In order to use adaptive LLE for target detection,
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we must first incorporate the target spectrum into the dimensionality reduction transformation, so that the image and the target spectrum exist in the same lower-dimensional
space. The challenge here is that we do not want the transformation to introduce false
alarms, i.e., we do not want the target spectrum to have very close background neighbors
after the transformation. In order to understand this further, we performed a cluster
analysis study of adaptive LLE when applied to specific pure-material ROIs. This is
presented below in Section 5.3.1. We then used the results of this study to incorporate a
target cloud into the data, as detailed in Section 5.3.2. Lastly, we combined all of these
results into an adaptive LLE target detection methodology, as detailed in Section 5.4.

5.3.1

Cluster Analysis Study

To understand how adaptive LLE might handle different clusters, we looked at the behavior of adaptive LLE when multiple pure material classes were considered. One of
the concerns in using manifold approximations for spectral imagery is clutter, and in
particular how the embedding techniques recover areas of data where there are not necessarily mixed pixels connecting the different regions of materials. The image used here
was collected in Rochester Institute of Technology’s SHARE 2012 campaign [67] using
the ProSpecTIR VS sensor. After bad band removal, the data has 229 bands. The GSD is
1m, and the spectral range is 400nm - 2450nm. The scene, shown in Figure 5.2(a) along
with the region of interest (ROI) locations, contains mostly vegetation, and also shows
several of the experiments that were being conducted during the multi-modal imaging
campaign.
For this experiment, four different single-material ROIs were selected, each containing
200 pixels. The four materials were grass (shown in yellow), a gravel road (blue), trees
(magenta), and a dirt baseball diamond (cyan). As shown in Figure 5.2(b), there is a
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distinct separation in the spectral space between the gravel, the dirt, and the vegetation;
the trees and grass show some overlap. Note that because the image data are inherently
229-dimensional, we are limited to looking at a projection of the data onto no more
than three wavelengths at a time. The wavelengths in this plot are 528 nm, 746 nm,
and 1572 nm. In order to see how an increase in material classes affected the manifold
approximation, we implemented adaptive LLE on the following unions of the ROIs:
(1) grass, (2) grass/gravel, (3) grass/gravel/dirt, (4) grass/gravel/dirt/trees, and finally (5)
grass/trees/single gravel pixel/single dirt pixel. This last union of the ROIs had all 200
pixels in each of the grass and trees classes, but only one pixel each from the gravel and
dirt classes. The purpose of this was to replicate the scenario we would see if the image
data did not contain the target material, but the target spectrum was still included in the
transformation. That is to say, we wanted to better understand the type of false alarming
we might see if we transform the target spectrum with an image that does not contain
any target pixels.
The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 5.3. Due to the nature of manifold
learning, the coordinate systems in each of the plots are not the same. The first plot, showing the results for just the grass ROI, was determined to have an inherent dimensionality
of 3. The remaining three datasets each had an inherent dimensionality of 4; only the first
three bands are displayed here. One important observation is that the addition of data
– no matter how different it may be from the existing data – can have a dramatic effect
on the shape of the manifold. In particular, the shape of the estimated grass manifold
changes as each ROI is added in. The gravel data and dirt data each have manifolds that
are one dimensional. This indicates that these two ROIs likely have the least amount
of within-material variability of the four materials. Even though the components were
weakly connected in the spectral domain, they still maintained their separation in the
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manifold coordinates. Additionally, the size of the clusters affects their separation after
the transformation. In particular, when all four equally-sized ROIs are transformed, the
three clusters in the spectral space of grass/trees (i.e., vegetation), dirt, and gravel all stay
separate in the manifold space. However, as shown in Figure 5.3(f), when the dirt and
gravel classes are reduced in size to one pixel each, the three material types do not stay
separated. Specifically, the single dirt pixel and gravel pixel are each pulled into the
cluster of vegetation data. This is indicative of what might happen when a target material
spectrum is transformed with image data that is all background, where the single dirt and
gravel pixels represent the target spectrum that is different from the background, and the
vegetation cluster represents the background pixels.
In using nonlinear dimensionality reduction for target detection, it is necessary to
have a lower-dimensional representation of the target spectrum. In other words, if the
image data is reduced to, for example, a 7-dimensional space, then the target spectrum
must also exist in that 7-dimensional space. To perform this dimensionality reduction on
the target as well, it needs to be incorporated into the manifold learning transformation.
This experiment, however, highlights one of the challenges that will occur if the target
is not present in the scene: it will be transformed into the background data, leading to
extremely high-false alarm rates. This highlights the need for an approach that reduces
the dimensionality of the target spectrum in such a way that it both encapsulates the target
data when it is present in the scene, and avoids false alarming (i.e., being transformed
into the background) when the target material is not present in the scene.

5.3.2

Incorporation of Target Cloud

The cluster experiment and analysis of adaptive LLE presented in the previous section
underscores one of the challenges in applying adaptive LLE to target detection. In order
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2: (a) RGB rendering of the SHARE 2012 hyperspectral image used in this analysis
with the ROI selections overlaying the image. (b) Scatterplot of the ROI data in spectral
space. This three band profile uses band 23 [528 nm], band 70 [746 nm], and band 156
[1572 nm]. The color labels are: yellow–grass, blue–gravel, magenta–trees, cyan–dirt.
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Figure 5.3: Scatterplots of the LLE results in manifold coordinates. The data was reduced
in dimensionality, and these profiles use the first three manifold bands. The color labels
are: yellow–grass, blue–gravel, magenta–trees, cyan–dirt.
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to perform target detection in the lower-dimensional space, both the image and target
spectrum must be transformed into the same lower-dimensional coordinates. However,
if the target class in the image is empty, then the target spectrum will be transformed into
the background, and the close background neighbors will lead to a high false alarm rate.
Any target detection methodology using adaptive LLE will need to mitigate this. The
solution to this challenge also lies in the results from the cluster analysis experiment, as
well as the initial graph structure in Step 1 of LLE.
In Figure 5.3, we saw that when the gravel and dirt classes were both “sufficiently
large,” then they stayed separate from the vegetation (grass/trees) cluster after the dimensionality reduction. However, when they were reduced to a single pixel each, they
transformed into the vegetation cluster. The solution to mitigating false alarms in the
absence of image targets can be obtained from these two results. Specifically, if we inject
a “sufficiently large” cloud of target-like data, rather than just a single target spectrum, it
will not transform into the background data. The goal is, of course, for any image targets
to be pulled into the target cloud so that they are then separate from the background in
the transformed coordinates.
The question that this raises, of course, is how to build the target cloud. The idea
is for the target cloud to both (1) prevent the targets from being transformed into the
background, and (2) represent some variability in the spectral response of the target so
as to capture the occurences of the target in the image (when building the graph). If this
was being tuned for a specific sensor and target material, then this variability could be
obtained through some model of sensor noise or through multiple spectral measurements
of the target in question. However, performing this research in academia means that we
have to design the approach for the information that we have available to us in each
ground-truthed target detection set: a spectral image, and a single target spectrum for
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the material of interest. If we had the sensors and targets available to us for all of the
datasets analyzed here, we could perform multiple spectral measurements to capture that
variability. Instead, we must do this empirically. We obtain the cloud by adding noise
to the single target spectrum, and to do so we needed parameters for the distribution of
the noise, the radius of the noise (with the target spectrum at the center), and the number
of target-like pixels in the cloud. Through experimentation, we obtained the following
parameters: a uniform distribution, a radius equal to the average distance of all the image
pixels to their first 5 nearest neighbors, and the number of pixels in the cloud is equal to
10% of the pixels in the image.

5.3.3

Building Edges Incident With Target Cloud

In biasing adaptive LLE for target detection, we are exploiting two properties of LLE:
(1) weakly connected clusters in the spectral space stay weakly connected in the lower
dimensional space, and (2) LLE attempts to minimize reconstruction errors. By generating the target cloud, we address the first property. For the second property, we want
to leverage this in order to separate the targets from the background after performing
dimensionality reduction. In order to do this, we intentionally overconnect the target
cloud and its neighbors; by doing this, we obtain a poor representation of the local neighborhoods associated with the target cloud, and the minimization of those reconstruction
errors cause the target cloud and its neighbors to effectively collapse onto themselves
in the transformation. If the graph structure encapsulates the image targets, then this
results in the separation of the image targets from the background pixels. If there are not
targets in the image, then the cloud and target spectrum are still separated from the background after the transformation, and false alarms are mitigated. The steps for building
the edges on the entire graph, and subsequently the edges incident with the target cloud,
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are outlined in Figure 5.4. They are as follows:
Step 1: Inject the target spectrum into the spectral space.
Step 2: Generate the target cloud.
Step 3: Build the ANN graph on the image pixels + target spectrum + target cloud.
Step 4: Identify the target, target cloud, and all pixels of at most distance-2 (i.e., at
most two edges away) from the target+cloud.
Step 5: Fully connect all of the vertices identified in the previous step.
Once the adaptive nearest neighbor graph with the connected target cloud is built in this
way, it is then used as the initial step in this adaptive LLE approach to target detection.
The methodology for applying this to an entire image is detailed in the following section.

5.4

LLE-Based Target Detection Methodology

The goal of this research is to attempt to perform target detection by using a graph
theory model and subsequent manifold learning transformation, moving away from the
more traditional statistical approaches. This involves building an adaptive graph that
incorporates a target cloud, using that graph for an adaptive implementation of LLE, and
then performing target detection in the lower-dimensional manifold coordinates.
One of the challenges in manifold learning based approaches is computational limitations. To avoid this, we first spatially delineate our image into equal-sized square tiles on
the order of 20 pixels per side. Then we analyze the image on a per-tile basis, and finish
the analysis by stitching together the per-tile detection maps across the entire image. This
results in a spatially local (i.e., spatially adaptive background model) approach to target
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(e)

Figure 5.4: Illustration of the steps used to build the edges incident with the target
cloud in order to bias the adaptive LLE transformation to separate the targets from the
background. (a) Inject the target spectrum, (b) generate the target cloud, (c) build the
ANN graph, (d) identify the target, target cloud, and all pixels of at most distance-2 from
the target+cloud, and (e) fully connect all of the vertices from the previous step.
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detection. Although this method would not necessarily work well on a type of analysis
where the entire image must be processed simultaneously, such as classification, it lends
itself well to target detection. Specifically, the ability to detect a target material in one part
(tile) of the image should independent of the ability to detect a target material in another
part (tile) of the image.
After the image is tiled, the tiles are iterated through and each one is processed. For
each tile, the given target spectrum is augmented onto the tile array. This is equivalent
to injecting the target pixel vector into the tile’s data cloud in the spectral space. In
addition, a target manifold is induced through the addition of a “target-like” cloud of
pixels, which are also injected into the spectral space. The target cloud is described in
detail in Section 5.3.2. The data are all unit normalized to prevent any influences from
the brightness of the pixels. Then, the Gram matrix approach described by Ziemann [68]
and Messinger [1] is used to estimate the inherent dimensionality m of the tile pixels +
target spectrum + target cloud.
As outlined in Section 5.3.3, an adaptive nearest neighbor graph is built on the data,
and then additional edges are specifically added in order to overconnect the target, target
cloud, and their neighbors. This is done in order to bias the transformation to separate
the target pixels from the background pixels. By first building the graph using ANN, each
pixel has a data-driven value for its respective k that is independent of the k value for any
other pixel. This means that the size of each pixel’s neighborhood varies with respect to
the local structure of the data, which ultimately yields a spectral embedding with higher
fidelity. LLE is then performed on this adaptive graph structure built on the tile + target
+ target cloud data in order to push the target pixels away from the background image
pixels in the lower dimensional space. Once the m-dimensional manifold coordinates are
computed, SAM is then used to perform target detection using the transformed target
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spectrum on the transformed tile data, ignoring the transformed target cloud (which is
only injected to enforce target separation from the background).
Using the same HSI chip presented in Figure 5.1, where we demonstrated the bands
obtained from simply applying adaptive LLE, we show the transformed bands for that
chip when it is biased for target detection in Figure 5.5. The target spectrum used for
this transformation was the lab-measured spectrum of the red felt. Notice how when we
incorporate the target cloud and enforce connectivity between the target cloud and all
incident image pixels, we specifically tune the transformation to separate out the red felt
pixels. This is indicative of the transformation that is performed on each tile, which is
then followed by a per-tile SAM detection. The two-band profiles associated with the first
four bands of the transformation on this HSI chip are shown in Figure 5.6. A flowchart
of the image-wide methodology is shown in Figure 5.7. When applying this approach
to an entire image, we convert each tile’s SAM scores to Z-scores before creating the
image-wide detection map so that it is more appropriate to compare the detection scores.

5.5

Summary

This chapter outlines the adaptive LLE based target detection methodology, which represents the largest novel contribution of this research. It starts by explaining how we
incorporate our novel graph building technique, adaptive nearest neighbors, into LLE
in order to obtain an adaptive implementation of LLE for hyperspectral image analysis.
Then it presents the cluster analysis study, the results of which gave insight into how to
structure the transformation so as to mitigate false alarms. This gave rise to the incorporation of the target cloud. Then, the properties of LLE were exploited so that in addition
to building an ANN graph, we also enforce overconnectivity with respect to the target
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and target cloud. By doing this, the LLE transformation pushes the targets away from the
background pixels in the lower dimensional space. Then, we perform a simple SAM detection using the transformed tile data and the transformed target spectrum, ignoring the
transformed target cloud. The detection scores within each tile are converted to Z-scores,
and then stitched together to create an image-wide detection map.
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Figure 5.5: Example of the image bands obtained after the data is transformed into
manifold coordinates using adaptive LLE when biased for target detection of the red
felt. This figure is in contrast with Figure 5.1, which just shows the bands obtained from
adaptive LLE without being biased for target detection. The image chip used here is a
40×40 pixel region of the hyperspectral SHARE 2012 image, before being georectified. This
image was collected using the ProSpecTIR VS sensor, and had 229 bands after bad band
removal, along with 1m GSD. The red and blue regions of the chip correspond to red and
blue cotton felt panels. Using the Gram matrix approach to dimensionality estimation,
the region was estimated to have an inherent dimensionality of m = 6. Adaptive LLE,
biased for target detection of the red felt using a lab-measured target spectrum, was
used to recover this 6-band manifold approximation. This biased transformation for
target detection shows distinct separation of the red felt full and subpixel targets from
the background data. The corresponding two-band profiles for the first four bands are
shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Two-band profiles associated with the first four bands obtained from the
results in Figure 5.5, where adaptive LLE for target detection was applied to the HSI chip
for the red felt material. These bands are in the manifold coordinates. In these twoband profiles, the black pixels correspond to the background pixels and the red pixels
correspond to the target pixels in the scene. The only pixels displayed here are from the
actual tile itself.
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Figure 5.7: Flowchart of the adaptive LLE-based target detection methodology when
applied to an entire image.

Chapter 6

Imagery Datasets
This chapter details the two ground-truthed target detection hyperspectral image sets that
are analyzed here, along with the associated target materials and spectra. These datasets
will be used to analyze the performance of the adaptive LLE based target detection
methodology presented in Chapter 5. The sensor parameters associated with each dataset
are also presented.

6.1

SpecTIR VS: SHARE 2012

In September 2012, the DIRS Laboratory at RIT put on a multimodal imaging campaign
called SHARE 2012. We played an active role in the design and execution of a fully
ground-truthed hyperspectral target detection dataset, which was ultimately collected
with the SpecTIR VS sensor. This target detection experiment contained both red cotton
felt panels and blue cotton felt panels of varying sizes and placed in various states of
illumination and occlusion, so as to create a difficult target detection set with a lot of
variety. Ground photos of the targets are shown in Appendix A.
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The aerial image is of Avon Driving Park in Avon, NY, just outside of Rochester, NY.
The sensor had an approximate GSD of 1m, and the image was collected over 360 spectral
bands ranging from 0.4µm - 2.45µm. After bad band removal, the image had 229 bands.
The image is 170×280 pixels and has been atmospherically compensated to approximate
surface reflectance, and georectified. The scene is shown along with the red panel target
spectra in Figure 6.1, and along with the blue panel target spectra in Figure 6.2. The target
spectra used in this experiment came from a variety of sources, including lab-measured,
field-measured, and in-scene pixels in both full illumination and in shadow. Results for
these datasets are shown in Chapter 7.

6.2

HYDICE: Forest Radiance

The second image used in this study is the Forest Radiance image collected by the HYDICE
sensor over the Aberdeen Proving grounds in MD. This image has a spectral range of
0.4µm to 2.5µm, approximately 10nm spectral resolution, and an approximate GSD of
1m. It was collected over 210 spectral bands, but after bad band removal, only 170 of
the spectral bands were used here. The image is 140×300 pixels in size, and has been
atmospherically compensated to approximate surface reflectance. The scene is shown in
Figure 6.3, along with the target spectrum used in this analysis. The particular target
spectrum used corresponds to the F3 panel target, and was derived using the empirical
line method. Results for this dataset are shown in Chapter 7.

6.3

Summary

There are two hyperspectral datasets analyzed here for three different target materials,
with a total of 8 distinct target spectra. These datasets are fully groundtruthed, allowing
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1: (a) RGB rendering of the SHARE 2012 hyperspectral image used in this
analysis. (b) The various red panel target spectra that are individually analyzed using the
LLE based target detection methodology.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.2: (a) RGB rendering of the SHARE 2012 hyperspectral image used in this
analysis. (b) The various blue panel target spectra that are individually analyzed using
the LLE based target detection methodology.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.3: (a) RGB rendering of the Forest Radiance hyperspectral image used in this
analysis. (b) The peak-normalized reflectance spectrum of the F3 panel target.
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for per-pixel detection analysis in terms of the accuracy of the method presented in this
research. Detection results are presented in Chapter 7.

Chapter 7

LLE-Based Target Detection Results
and Analysis
This chapter presents the results of the adaptive LLE based target detection methodology
presented in Chapter 5, when applied to the datasets in Chapter 6. There are two distinct
hyperspectral images, three target materials between the two images, and a total of
eight distinct target spectra. Each image and target spectrum pair is analyzed with the
following detectors: ACE applied in the spectral space, SAM applied in the manifold
space, ACE applied in the manifold space, and MF applied in the manifold space. We
compare against ACE in the spectral domain because it is currently the most widely-used
and best-performing spectral detection approach. Although our methodology details
the specific use of SAM in the transformed coordinates, we also compare it against both
ACE and MF in the manifold coordinates as well, to demonstrate that SAM is the most
appropriate detector after performing this dimensionality reduction. These results will
show that there are situations in which SAM in the transformed coordinates performs
best, while sometimes ACE in the spectral domain performs best. SAM in the transformed
110
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coordinates, however, outperforms ACE in the spectral space at low false alarm rates for
both lab and field-measured target spectra, which are the most common sources for target
spectra in practical applications.
The results here use the adaptive LLE based target detection methodology that was
developed in this research. However, as mentioned in Section 4.1.2, LLE can be considered
as a special case of Laplacian Eigenmaps. Subsequently, we provide a comparison of
SAM, ACE, and MF implemented for both the LLE-based transformation and the LEbased transformation, specifically for the red target panel in SHARE 2012. These results
are in Appendix B.

7.1

Target Detection Results for SHARE 2012

For the SHARE 2012 dataset, results are shown for both the red felt target spectra and the
blue felt target spectra. The sources of the spectra include lab measured, field measured,
in-scene in open illumination, and in-scene in shadow.

7.1.1

Material: Red Felt Panel

This section shows the target detection results for the red felt panel in the SHARE 2012
dataset. The RGB image and the four associated red panel target spectra (lab-measured,
field-measured, in-scene open field, in-scene shadow) are shown in the previous chapter
in Figure 6.1. Each of the figures of the detection results in this section shows the ROC
curves in part (b), and both the unthresholded and thresholded detection maps (linear
stretch in the top 5%) respectively in (c)-(d) for SAM in the manifold domain, (e)-(f) for
ACE in the manifold domain, (g)-(h) for MF in the manifold domain, and (i)-(j) for ACE
in the spectral domain. The ROC curves are on a log scale to emphasize the detection rate
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at low false alarm rates.
The results for the red lab-measured spectrum are shown in Figure 7.1. In practical
applications of target detection, the material spectra are typically lab-measured, and so
this set of detection results represents a common image and target source scenario. In
these results, the use of SAM on the transformed data out-performed all of the other
detection techniques at low false alarm rates. This indicates that the target cloud generated by the lab-measured spectrum, and the associated graph structure, successfully
encapsulated the image target pixels and separated them from the background pixels in
the per-tile transformations. While ACE and MF are not the primary detectors used in
the methodology presented here, they also show better detection results in the manifold
coordinates than ACE in the spectral coordinates.
The results for the red field-measured spectrum are shown in Figure 7.2. In these
results, there isn’t one detection technique that clearly out-performs the others. At the
lowest false alarm rates, ACE in the spectral domain has a higher detection rate, although
SAM in the manifold domain has a higher detection rate for slightly higher false alarm
rates. This shows that ACE performs better when some of the scene parameters (illumination, background, etc.) are represented in the measurement of the target spectrum, as
opposed to the lab-measured spectrum results shown in the previous figure.
The results for the red open field in-scene spectrum are shown in Figure 7.3. This
means that the target spectrum was obtained by taking a pixel from within the image
itself such that the pixel was known to correspond to the target material. This pixel
was specifically taken from the experimental site in the upper left corner of the RGB,
designated as the Open Field. The red felt panel in this location measures 3m×3m, and
so the sensor GSD of 1m guarantees a full image pixel over that particular target panel.
Because the target spectrum was pulled from the image itself, ACE in the spectral domain
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immediately detects that target pixel in the image. However, it false-alarms thereafter
and is out-performed by SAM in the manifold domain for the remainder of the low false
alarm rates. In this case, SAM in the manifold domain performs best overall for low
false-alarm rates.
The results for the red shadow in-scene spectrum are shown in Figure 7.4. This means
that the target spectrum was obtained by taking a pixel from within the image itself such
that the pixel was known to correspond to the target material. This pixel was specifically
taken from the experimental site in the shadowed treeline region of the RGB where there
are two vertically stacked red boxes. This region was designated as the Treeline Quad site,
because it had both red and blue 2m×2m panels and both red and blue 3m×3m panels.
The 3m panels are in the bottom of the two outlined boxes, which is where this in-scene
target spectrum was pulled from. For this case, both SAM in the manifold domain and
ACE in the spectral domain immediately detect targets at low false alarm rates, but ACE
in the spectral domain detects them faster. This means that the target cloud associated
with the dark, shadowed red felt spectrum does encapsulate the variability within the
targets, but also includes some false alarms.
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Figure 7.1: Target detection results for SHARE 2012, red felt, lab measured spectrum. (a)
RGB with the target locations. (b) ROC curve plots for the four detection techniques. In
the following detection maps, the first one in each pair is unthresholded, and the second
is linear stretched for the top 5%. (c)-(d) SAM in the manifold domain. (e)-(f) ACE in the
manifold domain. (g)-(h) MF in the manifold domain. (i)-(j) ACE in the spectral domain.
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Figure 7.2: Target detection results for SHARE 2012, red felt, field measured spectrum. (a)
RGB with the target locations. (b) ROC curve plots for the four detection techniques. In
the following detection maps, the first one in each pair is unthresholded, and the second
is linear stretched for the top 5%. (c)-(d) SAM in the manifold domain. (e)-(f) ACE in the
manifold domain. (g)-(h) MF in the manifold domain. (i)-(j) ACE in the spectral domain.
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Figure 7.3: Target detection results for SHARE 2012, red felt, open field in-scene spectrum.
(a) RGB with the target locations. (b) ROC curve plots for the four detection techniques. In
the following detection maps, the first one in each pair is unthresholded, and the second
is linear stretched for the top 5%. (c)-(d) SAM in the manifold domain. (e)-(f) ACE in the
manifold domain. (g)-(h) MF in the manifold domain. (i)-(j) ACE in the spectral domain.
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Figure 7.4: Target detection results for SHARE 2012, red felt, shadow in-scene spectrum.
(a) RGB with the target locations. (b) ROC curve plots for the four detection techniques. In
the following detection maps, the first one in each pair is unthresholded, and the second
is linear stretched for the top 5%. (c)-(d) SAM in the manifold domain. (e)-(f) ACE in the
manifold domain. (g)-(h) MF in the manifold domain. (i)-(j) ACE in the spectral domain.
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Material: Blue Felt Panel

This section shows the target detection results for the blue felt panel in the SHARE
2012 dataset. The RGB image and the three associated blue panel target spectra (fieldmeasured, in-scene open field, in-scene shadow) are shown in the previous chapter in
Figure 6.2. Each of the figures of the detection results in this section shows the ROC
curves in part (b), and both the unthresholded and thresholded detection maps (linear
stretch in the top 5%) respectively in (c)-(d) for SAM in the manifold domain, (e)-(f) for
ACE in the manifold domain, (g)-(h) for MF in the manifold domain, and (i)-(j) for ACE
in the spectral domain. The ROC curves are on a log scale to emphasize the detection rate
at low false alarm rates.
The results for the blue field-measured spectrum are shown in Figure 7.5. In practical
applications of target detection in hyperspectral imagery, the target spectra are typically
either lab-measured or field-measured. This situation with the source of the spectrum
being field-measured is something that would commonly occur. In this results, SAM in
the manifold domain out-performs all of the other techniques at low false alarm rates.
This means that the target cloud associated with this spectrum, and the subsequent graph
structure, appropriately capture the variability of the targets within this scene.
The results for the blue open field in-scene spectrum are shown in Figure 7.6. This
means that the target spectrum was obtained by taking a pixel from within the image
itself such that the pixel was known to correspond to the target material. This pixel
was specifically taken from the experimental site in the upper left corner of the RGB,
designated as the Open Field. The right-most blue felt panel in this location measures
3m×3m, and so the sensor GSD of 1m guarantees a full image pixel over that particular
target panel. Because the target spectrum was pulled from the image itself, ACE in the
spectral domain immediately detects that target pixel in the image, and continues to out-
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perform all of the other techniques. SAM in the manifold domain does have immediate
detections, but does not detect the targets at the same rate as ACE in the spectral domain.
Both ACE and MF in the manifold domain have the lowest detection rates at low false
alarm rates.
The results for the blue shadow in-scene spectrum are shown in Figure 7.4. This means
that the target spectrum was obtained by taking a pixel from within the image itself such
that the pixel was known to correspond to the target material. This pixel was specifically
taken from the experimental site in the shadowed treeline region of the RGB where there
are two vertically stacked red boxes. This region was designated as the Treeline Quad site,
because it had both red and blue 2m×2m panels and both red and blue 3m×3m panels.
The 3m panels are in the bottom of the two outlined boxes, which is where this in-scene
target spectrum was pulled from. For this case, both SAM in the manifold domain and
ACE in the spectral domain immediately detect targets at low false alarm rates, but ACE
in the spectral domain detects them faster. This means that the target cloud associated
with the dark, shadowed blue felt spectrum does encapsulate the variability within the
targets, but also includes some false alarms. Both ACE and MF in the manifold domain
have the lowest detection rates at low false alarm rates.
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Figure 7.5: Target detection results for SHARE 2012, blue felt, field measured spectrum.
(a) RGB with the target locations. (b) ROC curve plots for the four detection techniques. In
the following detection maps, the first one in each pair is unthresholded, and the second
is linear stretched for the top 5%. (c)-(d) SAM in the manifold domain. (e)-(f) ACE in the
manifold domain. (g)-(h) MF in the manifold domain. (i)-(j) ACE in the spectral domain.
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Figure 7.6: Target detection results for SHARE 2012, blue felt, open field in-scene spectrum. (a) RGB with the target locations. (b) ROC curve plots for the four detection
techniques. In the following detection maps, the first one in each pair is unthresholded,
and the second is linear stretched for the top 5%. (c)-(d) SAM in the manifold domain.
(e)-(f) ACE in the manifold domain. (g)-(h) MF in the manifold domain. (i)-(j) ACE in the
spectral domain.
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Figure 7.7: Target detection results for SHARE 2012, blue felt, shadow in-scene spectrum.
(a) RGB with the target locations. (b) ROC curve plots for the four detection techniques. In
the following detection maps, the first one in each pair is unthresholded, and the second
is linear stretched for the top 5%. (c)-(d) SAM in the manifold domain. (e)-(f) ACE in the
manifold domain. (g)-(h) MF in the manifold domain. (i)-(j) ACE in the spectral domain.
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Target Detection Results for Forest Radiance

This section shows the target detection results for the F3 fabric panel in the SHARE 2012
dataset. The RGB image and the associated target spectrum are shown in the previous
chapter in Figure 6.3. The figure containing the detection results for this image and
spectrum shows the ROC curves in part (b), and both the unthresholded and thresholded
detection maps (linear stretch in the top 5%) respectively in (c)-(d) for SAM in the manifold
domain, (e)-(f) for ACE in the manifold domain, (g)-(h) for MF in the manifold domain,
and (i)-(j) for ACE in the spectral domain. The ROC curves are on a log scale to emphasize
the detection rate at low false alarm rates.
The results for the ELM-derived F3 fabric panel spectrum are shown in Figure 7.8. This
dataset contains several other target panels, including one labeled as the F5 panel. The
F3 panel and the F5 panel are spectrally very similar, and in this case, the implementation
of SAM in the manifold domain immediately false-alarms on the F5 panels. In some
instances in the literature, the analyses do not count F5 detections as false alarms for the
F3 target spectrum due to their spectral similarity. However, because ACE in the spectral
domain does not false alarm on the F5 panel, we do consider them to be false alarms in
this case. For that reason, at low false alarm rates, ACE in the spectral domain has a
very high detection rate, while SAM in the manifold domain has no detections of the F3
target pixels (due to the false detection of the F5 panel first). After detecting the F5 panel,
SAM in the manifold domain then accurately detects the F3 panel. This indicates that the
target cloud associated with the F3 target spectrum falsely encompasses the F5 panel in
this case.
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Figure 7.8: Target detection results for Forest Radiance, F3, ELM-derived spectrum. (a)
RGB with the target locations. (b) ROC curve plots for the four detection techniques. In
the following detection maps, the first one in each pair is unthresholded, and the second
is linear stretched for the top 5%. (c)-(d) SAM in the manifold domain. (e)-(f) ACE in the
manifold domain. (g)-(h) MF in the manifold domain. (i)-(j) ACE in the spectral domain.
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Summary

This chapter shows the results of the adaptive LLE based target detection methodology
in this thesis when compared to ACE implemented in the spectral domain. In addition
to showing SAM results for the manifold domain, we also present both ACE and MF in
the manifold domain for completeness. There were two distinct datasets here: SHARE
2012 for both the red panel target and the blue panel target, and Forest Radiance for
the F3 fabric target. These results demonstrate that there is utility to the LLE based
detection methodology, as there were several situations for which SAM in the manifold
domain outperformed the other three detection techniques. This was particularly true for
the lab-measured and field-measured spectra, which in practical applications of spectral
target detection, are the most common target spectrum sources. While there was not
one approach that universally out-performed the others, the performances of SAM in the
manifold domain show that there is considerable potential for spectral target detection
methodologies that are based on adaptive graph structures and dimensionality reduction
transformations. These conclusions are expanded further in Chapter 8.

Chapter 8

Conclusions
This thesis has explored the use of manifold learning for target detection in hyperspectral
imagery, with specific focus on the initial graph model of the data, as well as tuning the
nonlinear dimensionality reduction for target detection. Traditional approaches to target
detection in hyperspectral imagery use parametric or linear approaches; our aim in this
work was to develop a completely novel approach to target detection that is instead based
on a graph structure of the data. In this chapter, we summarize the key contributions of
this thesis, and then we provide some suggestions for future investigation related to this
work.

8.1
8.1.1

Contributions of this Thesis
Adaptive Nearest Neighbors

In Chapter 3, we present basic graph theory definitions as well as common graph-building
techniques. These techniques are all parameter-driven (i.e., k nearest neighbors, mutual
k nearest neighbors, and ε-threshold), and assume that different neighborhoods within
126
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the data can be described by a single parameter. While this is true for many applications
of graph theory models in which the data are relatively uniformly distributed, it is typically not true for hyperspectral data. This led to our development of Adaptive Nearest
Neighbors, as presented in Section 3.3. ANN is an adaptive approach to building the
graph for a given set of data, and is advantageous for hyperspectral data in two ways: (1)
it is does not require any user-defined parameters, and (2) it is not sensitive to isolated
vertices, which commonly present themselves in HSI data as either anomalous material
pixels, rare target pixels, or just due to within-material variation. ANN provides a different neighborhood size for each pixel such that pixels in denser, more highly-clustered
regions have higher neighborhood sizes, and pixels in sparser, less-clustered regions have
lower neighborhood sizes. An evaluation of this approach when applied to both synthetic
and hyperspectral data is provided in Section 3.3.2.

8.1.2

TAD background model study

In Chapter 3, we also discuss current graph-based approaches in the literature that are
used for hyperspectral image analysis. One of these approaches, specifically with applications to anomaly detection, is the Topological Anomaly Detection (TAD) algorithm. A
novel contribution of this work was to perform a graph-related analysis on TAD. This
algorithm uses an initial graph structure on the data in order to obtain a model of the
background pixels, and then computes a per-pixel measure of co-density based on the
edges within the graph, and that metric is indicative of the anomalousness of each pixel.
This algorithm is purely based on a graph structure of the data. In order to obtain the
background model, TAD uses a nearest neighbor search and then thresholds the edges
in the graph to keep the shortest 10% of the edges. The original implementation of TAD
showed markedly improved results over more traditional HSI anomaly approaches (e.g.,
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the RX algorithm). Here, we explored whether we could further improve the results for
TAD by using a more discerning initial graph structure than a straight nearest neighbor
search. Specifically, we looked at kNN, mutual kNN, and sigma-local graphs, and we
also varied the sample size upon which the background model is built. Results in this
study showed that the backround model construct in TAD is extremely robust to both
sample size and graph structure, which is ultimately due to the edge thresholding step.
Effectively, the thresholding step reduces each graph structure so that they have similar
edge sets. Ultimately, this speaks to the potential robustness of graph-based models in
hyperspectral applications.

8.1.3

Adaptive LLE for applications to HSI

In Chapter 4, we discuss manifold learning and nonlinear approaches to dimensionality
reduction. Here, we present Locally Linear Embedding (LLE), one of the more widely
known nonlinear manifold learning techniques. As discussed, LLE may be implemented
with any graph structure that represents the local neighborhoods within the data, but the
traditional implementation of LLE suggests either a kNN or ε-threshold graph for ease.
As discussed in Section 3.3, however, these graph structures are not always appropriate
for hyperspectral data. In order to more accurately apply LLE to hyperspectral data, we
integrated the ANN graph structure into the first neighborhood-search step of LLE in
order to obtain adaptive LLE. This adaptive LLE approach (Section 5.2) better handles the
intricacies of hyperspectral image data, and an example of the lower-dimensional bands
obtained when using this nonlinear dimensionality reduction approach on a hyperspectral
image chip are shown in Figure 5.1.
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Cluster analysis study of adaptive LLE

Some of the challenges with hyperspectral image analysis, and in particular with target
detection, are that the background pixels may have multiple material clusters, and the
target material may not actually be present in the scene. In order to better understand
how adaptive LLE operates when the image data present themselves in multiple material
clusters, as well as how it handles pixels that are anomalous with respect to the majority
of the image content, we performed a cluster analysis study. Presented in Section 5.3.1.
Here, we selected four 200-pixel ROIs for the following materials: grass, gravel, dirt, and
trees. We wanted to understand how sensitive adaptive LLE is to the addition of new and
different pixels. This study showed that for weakly connected pixel clusters, those clusters
stay disconnected in the lower dimensional space. Additionally, anomalous and isolated
pixels are transformed into the background of the data, due to their neighborhoods
comprising members of the background. This study provided specific insight into the
application of adaptive LLE to hyperspectral data, and highlights some aspects that must
be taken into consideration depending on the application of the analysis (i.e., anomaly
detection, target detection, classification, etc.).

8.1.5

Biasing adaptive LLE for hyperspectral target detection

The ultimate goal of this research was to develop a nonlinear manifold learning approach
to target detection in hyperspectral imagery. We used our adaptive LLE implementation
(Section 5.2) in conjunction with the results of our cluster analysis study (Section 5.3.1) in
order to develop this manifold learning based approach to target detection. The cluster
analysis study highlighted the potential high false alarm rate that could occur if the
image did not actually contain any target pixels. Specifically, the target spectrum must be
transformed into the same lower-dimensional coordinates as the image data in order to be
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able to perform target detection in that space. However, the cluster analysis study showed
that isolated pixels (which would be the case for the target spectrum with respect to targetless image data) get transformed into the background. In the context of target detection,
this would lead to an extremely high false alarm rate as the target spectrum would falsely
have very close neighbors in the background after performing dimensionality reduction.
In order to mitigate these effects, we incorporated a cloud of target-like data to help bias
the transformation, as discussed in Section 5.3.2. By injecting a “sufficiently large” targetlike cloud (the size parameters are also discussed in Section 5.3.2), rather than just a single
target spectrum, it will not transform into the background data. In order to enforce the
separation of the targets from the background, we construct our graph in a very specific
way: first, we build an ANN graph, and then we enforce full connectivity between the
target, target cloud, and any neighbors of distance-2 or less from the target + target cloud.
These steps are illustrated in Figure 5.4, and the results for a hyperspectral image chip
in Figure 5.1 show how this specific graph structure, in conjunction with LLE, biases the
separation of the specific target material of interest. The full methodology is presented in
Figure 5.7, with target detection results in Chapter 7.

8.1.6

Design/execution of target detection experiment

One of the contributions in this research was in the planning/execution of a groundtruthed target detection experiment. Completed as part of the SHARE 2012 multimodal
imaging campaign conducted by the Digitial Imaging and Remote Sensing Laboratory at
RIT, this target detection experiment was implemented on a team with Emmett Ientilucci
and Jamie Albano. The sensor was the ProSpecTIR VS sensor, and we deployed both red
and blue cotton felt panel targets in 2m×2m and 3m×3m sizes, in various illumination
and occlusion conditions. The intent was to develop a target detection set that contained
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a lot of variability for the target environments, and was more difficult than the existing
datasets. Because the GSD of this sensor is on the order of 1m, it is difficult to tell, based
on the aerial image, what the targets actually looked like on the ground. In order to
highlight the different target locations, we included photos from the day of the collection
in Appendix A.

8.2

Future Work

The intent of this work was to investigate whether or not a manifold learning based
approach to hyperspectral target detection, which uses an initial graph model of the
data, is viable. This was motivated by the limitations in the current parametric and
linear approaches to HSI target detection in the literature. That is not to say that graphbased models and nonlinear dimensionality reduction approaches are necessarily better
or worse than other existing approaches, but they do offer a novel and different way of
looking at the data. As hyperspectral images increase in resolution both spatially and
spectrally, the need for new approaches is becoming more apparent. In this approach,
we fixed the tile size at 20 x 20 pixels due to computational restrictions. In Appendix
C, we show a comparison of the SHARE 2012 results with the red felt lab-measured
spectrum for tile sizes of 20 x 20, 30 x 30, and 40 x 40. The trends in the ROC curves
indicate that optimizing the code so as to increase the tile size is an area for future
research. The potential limitations of the methodology presented here also lie in the
construction of the target cloud; if this method were applied in a setting where the
spectral variability of the target material in question was better known, then that could be
incorporated into the target cloud model. This could also be done with some estimation of
sensor noise. We present two alternative approaches to constructing the target cloud, (1)
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generating mixtures of the target spectrum and the endmember spectra, and (2) generating
mixtures of the target spectrum and a random subsample of the tile pixels, in Appendix
C. Additional exploration into these constructs is an important area of future research.
One of the general challenges of hyperspectral target detection is the presence of
subpixel targets, i.e., pixels in which the target material only comprises part of the corresponding scene content. Future work may address this in the following way: by doing a
quick material clustering of the image data (e.g., with k-means or ISODATA), one obtains
a general idea of the material clusters in the image. By leveraging the concept of tuning
the dimensionality reduction approaches to separate out a material of interest, one could
envision an approach where instead of incorporating only one target cloud, the approach
instead incorporates several target clouds, many of which are generated via some combination of the target spectrum and background clusters (as the subpixel targets would
likely be some mixture thereof). Additional future work may include the investigation of
the graph structure used in this methodology. To identify the adaptive nearest neighbors,
we use Euclidean distance in the spectral space. However, the distance metric could
come from a number of additional different measures: Mahalanobis distance, the heat
kernel, spectral angle, etc. As mentioned in Section 3.4.3, there is also the consideration
of spatial-spectral graphs, i.e., graphs in which local spatial windowing is used to build
edges in addition to building them in the spectral space. While spatial-spectral graphs are
not specifically implemented here, they provide another avenue for future investigation
in the context of spectral target detection.

Appendix A

SHARE 2012 Photos: day of the
experiment
This appendix shows ground photos of the targets that were deployed in the SHARE
2012 multimodal imaging campaign. The target detection experiment was designed and
implemented with Emmett Ientilucci and Jamie Albano. We deployed both red and blue
cotton felt panel targets in 2m x 2m and 3m x 3m sizes, in various illumination and
occlusion conditions. The intent was to develop a target detection set that contained a
lot of variability for the target environments, and was more difficult than the existing
datasets. Because the GSD of this sensor is on the order of 1m, it is difficult to tell, based
on the aerial image, what the targets actually looked like on the ground. Figure A.1 shows
the targets that were at the Open Field site. This site contained a 2m x 2m blue felt panel,
3m x 3m red felt panel, and 3m x 3m blue felt panel. They are laid out on grass, fully
illuminated, and with no occlusion. Of the targets deployed in this experiment, these are
the easiest to detect. Figure A.2 shows the targets that were at the Single Tree site. This
site contained a 2m x 2m red felt panel and a 2m x 2m blue felt panel. They are laid out
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on grass, in full shadow, and partially occluded. Figure A.3 shows the targets that were
at the Treeline Quad site. This site contained a 2m x 2m red felt panel, 2m x 2m blue felt
panel, 3m x 3m red felt panel, and 3m x 3m blue felt panel. They are laid out on grass,
in mostly full shadow, with no occlusion. Figure A.4 shows the targets that were at the
Treeline South site. This site contained a 2m x 2m red felt panel and 2m x 2m blue felt panel.
They are laid out on grass, in full illumination, with partial occlusion. Finally, Figure A.5
shows the targets that were at the Island site. This site contained a 2m x 2m red felt panel
and 2m x 2m blue felt panel. They are laid out over a combination of grass, brush, and
dirt, are in partial illumination, and with partial occlusion due to the tree canopy. This is
a difficult target location due to the mixed target pixels from the smaller panel sizes, the
variation in background, and the partial occlusion and illumination.
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Figure A.1: Ground photos of the SHARE 2012 experiment on the day of the collect for
the Open Field location, indicated on the RGB image by the blue arrow. This site contained
a 2m x 2m blue felt panel, 3m x 3m red felt panel, and 3m x 3m blue felt panel. They are
laid out on grass, fully illuminated, and with no occlusion.
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Figure A.2: Ground photos of the SHARE 2012 experiment on the day of the collect for
the Single Tree location, indicated on the RGB image by the blue arrow. This site contained
a 2m x 2m red felt panel and a 2m x 2m blue felt panel. They are laid out on grass, in full
shadow, and partially occluded.
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Figure A.3: Ground photos of the SHARE 2012 experiment on the day of the collect for the
Treeline Quad location, indicated on the RGB image by the blue arrow. This site contained
a 2m x 2m red felt panel, 2m x 2m blue felt panel, 3m x 3m red felt panel, and 3m x 3m
blue felt panel. They are laid out on grass, in mostly full shadow, with no occlusion (as
shown by the upward sky view in (b)).
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Figure A.4: Ground photos of the SHARE 2012 experiment on the day of the collect for the
Treeline South location, indicated on the RGB image by the blue arrow. This site contained
a 2m x 2m red felt panel and 2m x 2m blue felt panel. They are laid out on grass, in full
illumination, with partial occlusion (as shown by the upward view in (c)).
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Figure A.5: Ground photos of the SHARE 2012 experiment on the day of the collect for the
Island location, indicated on the RGB image by the blue arrow. This site contained a 2m
x 2m red felt panel and 2m x 2m blue felt panel. They are laid out over a combination of
grass, brush, and dirt, are in partial illumination, and with partial occlusion due to the tree
canopy. This is a difficult target location due to the mixed target pixels from the smaller
panel sizes, the variation in background, and the partial occlusion and illumination.

Appendix B

Comparison of LLE to Laplacian
Eigenmaps
This appendix compares the adaptive LLE based target detection methodology in this
research to the same implementation while using Laplacian Eigenmaps. This is motivated
by Section 4.1.3, which mentions how Belkin et al. (2003) demonstrate that LLE can be
seen as a special case of Laplacian Eigenmaps. In this appendix, we show both the LLEbased transformation as well as the LE-based transformation, each with SAM, ACE, and
MF detectors. We used the SHARE 2012 dataset and the red target panel spectra. In
each of the figures here, (a) shows the SHARE 2012 RGB with labeled target locations,
(b) shows the six ROC curves for the three detectors applied to each of the two data
transformations, (c)-(e) show the SAM, ACE, and MF results respectively for the LLEbased methodology, and (f)-(h) show the SAM, ACE, and MF results respectively for
the LE-based methodology. Figure B.1 shows the unthresholded results for the labmeasured spectrum, and Figure B.2 shows the results for the lab-measured spectrum
when the detection maps were linearly stretched in the top 5%. Figure B.3 shows the
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unthresholded results for the field-measured spectrum, and Figure B.4 shows the results
for the field-measured spectrum when the detection maps were linearly stretched in the
top 5%. Figure B.5 shows the unthresholded results for the open field in-scene spectrum,
and Figure B.6 shows the results for the open field in-scene spectrum when the detection
maps were linearly stretched in the top 5%. Figure B.7 shows the unthresholded results
for the shadow in-scene spectrum, and Figure B.8 shows the results for the shadow inscene spectrum when the detection maps were linearly stretched in the top 5%. In each of
these results, the LLE-based methodology outperforms the use of Laplacian Eigenmaps.
This indicates that for this implementation of LLE, it does not satisfy the conditions for
being a special case of LE. Additionally, the methodology here is specifically tuned to
exploit the minimization of reconstruction errors in LLE, which is not an explicit part of
LE.
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Figure B.1: Comparison of the target detection methodology for LLE vs. Laplacian
Eigenmaps. Figures (c)-(h) show unthresholded target detection results for SHARE 2012,
with the red felt, and the lab measured spectrum.
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Figure B.2: Comparison of the target detection methodology for LLE vs. Laplacian
Eigenmaps. Figures (c)-(h) show the thresholded target detection results for SHARE 2012
with a linear stretch in the top 5%, with the red felt, and the lab measured spectrum.
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Figure B.3: Comparison of the target detection methodology for LLE vs. Laplacian
Eigenmaps. Figures (c)-(h) show unthresholded target detection results for SHARE 2012,
with the red felt, and the field-measured spectrum.
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Figure B.4: Comparison of the target detection methodology for LLE vs. Laplacian
Eigenmaps. Figures (c)-(h) show the thresholded target detection results for SHARE 2012
with a linear stretch in the top 5%, with the red felt, and the field-measured spectrum.
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Figure B.5: Comparison of the target detection methodology for LLE vs. Laplacian
Eigenmaps. Figures (c)-(h) show unthresholded target detection results for SHARE 2012,
with the red felt, and the field in-scene spectrum.
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Figure B.6: Comparison of the target detection methodology for LLE vs. Laplacian
Eigenmaps. Figures (c)-(h) show the thresholded target detection results for SHARE 2012
with a linear stretch in the top 5%, with the red felt, and the field in-scene spectrum.
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Figure B.7: Comparison of the target detection methodology for LLE vs. Laplacian
Eigenmaps. Figures (c)-(h) show unthresholded target detection results for SHARE 2012,
with the red felt, and the shadow in-scene spectrum.
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Figure B.8: Comparison of the target detection methodology for LLE vs. Laplacian
Eigenmaps. Figures (c)-(h) show the thresholded target detection results for SHARE 2012
with a linear stretch in the top 5%, with the red felt, and the shadow in-scene spectrum.

Appendix C

Impact of Tile Size on the Target
Detection Methodology
In the methodology implemented in this thesis (Section 5.4), the tiles were fixed at a size
of 20 x 20 pixels. This was originally done due to computational limitations. Here, we
show results obtained when the tile sizes are increased to both 30 x 30 pixels and 40 x 40
pixels for the SHARE 2012 georectified image with the lab-measured red felt spectrum.
The results are shown in Figure C.1, and while the original implementation generally
performs better at low false alarm rates, the larger tile sizes perform better at higher false
alarm rates, indicating that this is an area for future research.
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(a)
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Figure C.1: Comparison of the detection results when the size of the tiles is varied. Figures
(c),(d) show the unthresholded and corresponding linearly stretched detection maps in
the top 5% for tiles that are 30 x 30 pixels in size. Figures (e),(f) show the unthresholded
and corresponding linearly stretched detection maps in the top 5% for tiles that are 40 x
40 pixels in size.

Appendix D

Alternate Ways to Build the Target
Cloud
As presented in Section 5.3.2, a target cloud is generated in this methodology so as to
prevent the target from collapsing into the background during the data transformation
when the target class is absent from the scene. The target cloud is formed by adding noise
to the normalized target spectrum, and the parameters describing that noise are obtained
from the corresponding tile data. In order to consider a more physically realistic model of
this target cloud, we also looked into alternate ways to build this target cloud/manifold
that incorporated physical information from the tile data. We considered two approaches.
In the first approach, we identified the endmembers corresponding to a given tile in the
unnormalized spectral space, and then created a cloud of mixtures using
t̂i = αt + (1 − α)e.
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Here, t̂i is a member of the target cloud, α is a mixture parameter ranging from 0.9 up to
(but not including) 1.0, t is the target spectrum, and e is one of the identified endmembers.
This equation was used for each identified endmember along with varying values of α.
We used the same target cloud size of 10% of the number of pixels in the tile, so 40 pixels.
We divided 40 by the number of endmembers, and then for each endmember we binned
the α values from 0.9 to 1.0 and computed the different mixtures. Then we proceeded
with the normalization step of the methodology.
In the second approach to incorporating the physical information from the tile data
into the target cloud, we took a random subsample of 40 pixels from the tile, and then
computed mixtures of the target with those tile pixels for a fixed α value of α = 0.9. The
results of these two approaches, compared with the noise-generated target cloud results
presented in this thesis, are shown in Figure D.1 for the SHARE 2012 georectified image
with the lab-measured red felt spectrum.
At the lowest false alarm rates, the three cloud constructs yield similar detection
results. Then, the noise-generated target cloud (implemented in this thesis) outperforms
the other two. However, it would be advantageous to construct the cloud using the scene
content so as to generate a more physically realistic cloud model, and so this should be
explored more in future work.
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Figure D.1: Comparison of the detection results when the construction of the target cloud
is varied. Figures (c),(d) show the unthresholded and corresponding linearly stretched
detection maps in the top 5% for the target cloud constructed from endmember/target
mixtures. Figures (e),(f) show the unthresholded and corresponding linearly stretched
detection maps in the top 5% for the target cloud constructed from subsample/target
mixtures.
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